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ABSTRACT

PLaNS FOR WORLD DOMINATION: ART TO TEXTILE 

Plans for World Domination presents a visual matrix of relational and creative propositions that position the Digital Frontier as a 

mythical mindset rendered in the whimsical code of Dada-Data, whilst mapping an emerging environment, culture and community 

through the creative comingling of textile and computer. The code is imagined as a tactile and pictorial fragmentation of key characters, 

icons, symbols and index that interrelate within the actions of Travel, Community and Textile, functioning as prosumers in relational 

narratives of the Information Age. The artist’s interest in philosophical and global perspectives surrounding the digital era have 

been inspired by the ongoing experience of world travel and art residencies alongside the theories and work of Nicolas Bourriaud’s 

provocation in the Altermodern. 

The exegesis expands the on-off function that drives the algorithms of e-culture in a retelling of old and new technologies, embodied 

as ‘lens-based practice’. At the making site, the research approximates cloth as environmental logic and apparel of the Anthropocene, 

while raw material revels in a retelling, repeating, rebooting, reusing, reducing, reinventing, recycling and the readymade. The 

research oscillates between hero and hack in this copy and paste saga whilst navigating through the Altermodern Archipelago holding 

a computer as a compass to the terrain of the World Wide Web. The work archives the intersection of past time and future place by 

drawing from the natural and the human-built, seeking to illuminate and push the boundaries of commenting on environmental, digital 

and human conditions alongside contemporary global perspectives through art practice. 
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In the spirt of community and country I share with the readers 

the words of a song written by Kungarakung/Gurindji woman 

Kathy Mills that is often sung by her family as a formal 

welcome to Larrakia country, Darwin. During my time spent 

in Darwin I have developed a deep affection for this song and 

with its inclusion, I pay my respects to a broader community of 

elders and leaders, past, present and future who are the first 

people of Australia. 

Arafura Pearl 

On the north coast of Australia

By the Arafura Sea

There’s my lovely home called Darwin In the Northern Territory

She’s a jewel of a city

And I hope she’ll always be

Free from life’s unwelcome turmoil that can come relentlessly

She’s a multi-racial beauty She’s an adolescent girl 

She’s the jewel of Australia She’s the Arafura pearl

With the bright blue sea around her

Like a maiden bright and fair

Basking in the sunshine’s splendour No beauty can compare

She sits there strong and patient 

Defying anything that dare Bring sorrow or destruction

To her people living there 

Bright tropical surroundings

Where soft ocean breezes blow

With smiling friendly people Wherever you may go

The paradise you’re seeking

Is here for you to see

In my lovely home called Darwin by the Arafura Sea 
 
                                                                                   Kathy Mills  
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BackGROund 

The preliminary ideas for the research were activated in 2011, when I, as an artist in residence at a studio in New York City, 

was interviewed by American arts writer, Becky Huff Hunter who drew strong correlations between my creative practice, the 

Altermodern phenomenon and images belonging to German Dada. I found these parallels incredibly compelling and I have 

referred to each as theoretical touch-stones of my own contemporary and digital mark making. Prior to 2004, my commitment 

to art was that of an intuitive, broad-reaching and community driven ilk; rich with collaborative rigour but demarcated from 

critical engagement due to a lack of digital activity and profile. My first practical encounter of digital image making was in the 

early 1990s in Melbourne, when I studied Media Arts at Phillip Institute of Technology. Since then, the computer has become 

an integral and necessary tool for engagement in the globalised world we now inhabit. My intention not to engage with early 

90s digital image making was governed by my own financial limitations and the new media’s technological shortcomings. In 

the beginning I believed the medium’s surface, to be clumsy and unsophisticated, producing pixelated noise that was unable 

to manoeuvre as Fine Art Photography. At the same time that the cross-over from analogue to digital began to unfold, I 

made a conscientious decision that favoured object making with found and recycled materials over photographic chemicals 

and the waste associated with the production of photographs. At the time I felt it was important to make art that promoted 

creative ways to future a clean environment. Many years later I returned to study at university to find a completely changed 

environment that demanded total digital engagement. Enrolment and online study required logging in; libraries were now 

search-orientated information data bases; student records, academic rules and reading links were all accessed on websites 

and amounted to the essential tools in pursuit of formal qualification and knowledge. 

ORIENTaTION
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When trying to imagine how I would participate in this world without email and the capacity to upload, I arrived 

at gridlock and succumbed. Much of humanity now lives in a system completely absorbed by digital technology. 

The day I bought my Mac was the day my practice accelerated into a global space – both critically and 

conceptually, and in acknowledgment of this evolution I created the body of work Plans for World Domination- 

Art to Textile. 

As a multifarious creative practitioner, I construct cultural objects that include, but are not limited to; activities 

aligned to printmaking, collage, painting, sewing, drawing, sculpture, ceramics, binding and crafting, with an 

underlying bias that departs from photography. My practice has included exhibition, installation, consultation, 

writing, publication, promotion, event management, branding and collaboration. I would also include travel as a 

tactic of this contemporary art practice. While I am not engaged with software development, I have transferred 

the previous mentioned knowledges and skills to a digital platform and now rely on the technology to produce.

Navigating electronic engagement as an expanded field in contemporary art practice and as new terrain within 

my own practice, appoints and realigns a power shift at the making-site, inclusive of computer ownership. 

Considering engagement with devices as a point of expansion uncovers elements of communication and non-

communication that exist in space and non-space – a pluralism explained by Argentinian artist Gustavo Fares 

as an expectation.

The Western first-world (has) to produce art and theory, while the rest of the world becomes a province that, at best, 

produces art and theory limited to their own spheres of the national and, at worst, offers cultural (raw) materials to be later 

processed in the first-world where academic/cultural value is added.(Fares, 2004)
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RESEArCh QuESTIONS

These questions have underpinned the research project,

Can digital engagement be understood as a method and material of contemporary art and culture?

Do creative communities currently recognise digital modes of making and communicating as a dominate tool in 

their own process and workflow?

Have the interrelated theories of Relational Aesthetics and the Altermodern, set forth by Nicolas Bourriaud, 

acknowledged electronic culture as an insight into methodologies of contemporary creative practice?

What effect does the global electronic ecology have in terms of digitally augmented creative practice addressing 

current social and environmental issues?

And finally, the research asks the audience to imagine what lies beyond the digital frontier in terms of a 

philosophical matrix that responds to consumption and environmental degradation? 

Plans for World Domination-Art to Textile is the outcome of my Masters by Research project that commenced in 

2012. The structure of the research body prioritised my practice-led activities that are understood to be 75% of 

the value, accompanied by the remaining 25% as theory described in the exegesis. The participation of travelling, 

making, writing, and thinking associated with this work in its entirety, is to be understood as an artwork in itself.
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INTRODUCTIon

Plans for World Domination -Art to Textile explains key processes and ideas that 

inform the creative work made during my Masters by Research.  What transpired was 

an ‘art to textile’ scape of metaphorical land and sea. I tap on the keys of the World 

Wide Web and its consortium, not as an expert of code, nor that of a game playing 

computer hacking nerd but as an artist, enthusiast and convert to the immediacy and 

creative potential enabled in the interface of user-friendly computer software.

 The research work has literally drawn pictures from the cloud, and has placed 

typography out of WhACk! Alarmed or armed by the lack of longevity and throwaway 

nature of the information age, I have ripped from the globalized world of popular 

electronic culture, collaging visual pixel and prose in protest, as the Dadaist once 

objected to industrialism. (Figure i) A digital foundation forms the structure of the 

research narrative, and the workflow has collected random angry pixels, with deep-

etched edges, packing punk and slash into production layers by way of protesting the 

information age and its proliferating pollution.  Rendering the energy of electronically 

constructed altered world images onto cloth using traditional and contemporary 

printing methods, I created whimsical metaphors that speak to exploration, 

environment, connectivity, trade, power and world travel as way of embodying 

technology as a cloth of social critique. (Figure ii)
Figure iii  Urban dictionary definition –biting- 
the theft of another’s artistic ideas, concepts, 
styles, by HipHop philosophy radio.

Figure i Theo van Doesburg, Wat is Data? 
Manipulation by MG 1923-2017
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Chapter one introduces the theories of Nicolas Bourriaud and passes through the archipelago of the Altermodern to 

position creative pursuits at the time of the Anthropocene in relation to digital engagement. The research explores 

correlations between the Dadaist art movement and computational mark making, introducing Dada Data as a form of 

creative activism that links the canon of urban culture by biting* at the readymade, anti-establishment, ephemeral era of 

the 21st century and spits it back at through the process of collage. (Figure iii)   The research work reads as an illogical 

mapping that describes digital proliferation, and parades Plans for World Domination as a visual manifesto of wearable 

art, diverting consumption, economy and waste, as a fashion. 

The critical theories that drive my art practice and broader creative production, engage with French philosopher/curator 

Nicolas Bourriaud’s 2009 theory the Altermodern, described as archipelago, manifesto, phenomenon and theory. A 

succession of preliminary platforms began in 1998 when Bourriaud wrote Esthétique Relationnelle, later translated 

as Relational Aesthetics in 2002. Following on was the critical text, The Radicant published in 2009, which became 

the philosophical foundation behind the Altermodern. Bourriaud presented these ideas as interrelated platforms to be 

explored through the production of books, exhibitions, workshops clusters and interactive web pages, marketing them 

as critical components and the curatorial premise of the altermodern. The research work navigates contemporary art 

through the lens of the altermodern platforms while consuming the computational turn and plotting a course into the 

future.  

Chapter two positions participation with digital engagement as a necessary communicative platform, now essential 

for global communities of contemporary creative practitioners. The research explores this as an energy and process, 

embedded in time and place, as creative thinking and making are harnessed. It describes textile as a locator of culture, 
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and positions its warp and weft as a product of the digital world.  

The research reasons that the computer is now a passport to 

digital society, and links digital engagement in terms of a Truth 

to Materials.  It discusses space and non-space as terrain, 

and seeks a philosophical architecture in which to house the 

information age.    

Chapter three expands the processes and inspiration that lay 

foundation for the research studio work. It explains the domain of 

electronic image making and an archive and manifesto that were 

built to cross the digital frontier. Tall Ship, World Travel, Circuit 

Board, Mangrove, Junk Rig and Power are positioned as an 

interlinked migration and matrix of six key images, fragmented, 

sampled and cut to form the visual components of the research 

work, Plans for Domination- Art to Textile. The compositions have 

been made by rendering digitally constructed images onto cloth, 

using traditional and contemporary printing methods. The section 

provides a broad overview of strategies, techniques, materials 

and mediums that weave an intricate and dynamic transaction 

between the space and non-space of digital mark making.

Figure ii Anna Reynolds, digital-tetrapod, giclée on cotton silk handloom, 
2015
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Figure 1.1 CULTURE JAMMING

Like most master terms, “culture jamming” is contested and open to multiple 
interpretations. One common definition frames culture jamming as essentially 
negative: jamming up or blocking the flow of commercial messages. Christine 
Harold, in 2004 calls this type of jamming sabotage, tracing the etymology 
of that term to “sabot,” the wooden clogs worn in many European nations in 
the nineteenth century. “‘Saboter,’ then, meant . . . to ‘botch,’ presumably by 
throwing one’s wooden shoes into the machinery. ‘Sabotage’ means literally to 
‘clog’ with one’s clogs.” An alternative view, articulated by Mark LeVine likens 
culture jamming to a musical jam session, where artists and activists gather to 
experiment with cultural forms and play with one another.  In this view, culture 
jamming is not merely anti-consumer capitalism, a critical or negating force; it is 
also a creative and constructive one, seeking artfully to invent new visions for 
the future. (Fink & De Laure 1993)
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CHaPTER One – CoNTENT 

1.1 INTRODUCTIon

The creative content of this project evokes a visual and 

poetic culture jam, (Figure 1-1) playing and distorting platforms 

designed to map a novel journey (Figure 1-2) and also a 

relational re-forming of art and textile. The research produced 

fabric as a virtual export, trade and wrap of the future, 

rendered from the fragmented distorted nature of information, 

delivered by algorithms as an aesthetic, harnessed from the 

World Wide Web. This section expands the context of the 

Altermodern Archipelago, Anthropocene- Environment, Travel, 

Community and Textile as a digital embodiment, tying together 

experience at the making site with the computational turn. 

Wearable art became the research output after a leap forward 

in thinking about digital engagement as a terrain I now belong 

to. More than two decades ago, ideas put forward by American 

photo-media commentator Barbara E. Savedoff (1997) states 

‘the relation between technological advancement and artistic 

resources may not be quite this simple, because technology 

Figure 1.1  Culture Jam 
Picture, Enjoy Capitalism 
Red Shirt, screen print on 
t shirt, 2018
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may not be simply additive in its effects’ (Savedoff, 1997, p. 

1). Premeditating technology and art, in the predawn of the 

digital proliferation, Savedoff produced the article Escaping 

Reality; Digital Imagery and the Resources of Photography, 

making correlations relating to artist’s materials and their tools 

‘that shape the character of their art’ and uses the examples 

Rembrandt and his oil paint and Cartier-Bresson and the hand-

held camera as a witness to artist, material and tools recording 

a time in history (Savedoff, 1997). When Savedoff accounted 

for an expansion of resources, innovations and technical 

advancements that provided ‘possibilities’ for ‘more ways of 

creating’ a future platform for art making was recognised. 

(Savedoff, 1997, p. 1). 

Figure 1.2 

NOVELTY
Novelty (derived from Latin word novus for “new”) is the quality of 
being new. Although it may be said to have an objective dimension 
(e.g. a new style of art coming into being, such as abstract art or 
impressionism) it essentially exists in the subjective perceptions of 
individuals. It also refers to something novel; that which is striking, 
original or unusual. The term can have pejorative sense and refer 
to a mere innovation…as each new artist comes along they are 
seeking terrain, new terms for the relevant, the striking and the 
unusual, the exciting, the beautiful, the meaningful, the compelling 
and their twins – the dark, the sublime and the grotesque, and of 
course, the banal and the common, the irreverent…, artists must 
grapple with this in their work through some novel combination of 
subjects and media, or absence thereof. During this ongoing search 
for newer terms for art, staked as claims to newer terrain, it must 
be noted that art has long ridden into town on the back of industrial 
and commercial developments as a source of new materials to 
work with… Just like before, but made of plastic instead of stone. 
And then made of stone instead of plastic. Artists seek to use new 
materials, even non-materials ie: ideas that pertain to materiality. 
The focus of novelty, in order to gain new ground, unwittingly 
becomes a focus on some addition to, or absence of – materiality.
(Bradley 2011)
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1.2 ANTHROPoCENE - ENvIRONMEnT

Anthropocene as a geological term is being used to described a change in the physical environment on earth, caused by human action 

and linked to a long-standing culture of consumption and pollution. Anthropocene describes a global mutation systematic of material 

agencies that are impacting biomass, energy and causing erasure of borders at a time of a geological extinction event (Turpin, 2015).

On one hand, global eco systems are considered to be under extreme duress and one can list a plethora of ideas and reasons for 

how and why this is. On the other hand, we (humanity) are entrenched in the very actions that create this demise. Art that speaks to 

environment and asks us to consider solutions to earth’s preservation is essential and has place in culture change. An example of such 

actions were led by the art activist group, Liberate Tate in 2010, who formed with the sole purpose to protest oil and gas sponsorship 

by the Tate Gallery Collective, one of London’s premier cultural institutions. Liberate Tate mounted their resistance through a self-

described creative disobedience enacted as performance at several of the collective sites. (Figure 1-3) The Tate was held accountable 

by the protestors for the business operations of its key sponsor BP (once known as British Petroleum). Liberate Tate asked the Tate 

Modern to consider dropping its oil company funding in a stance for the protection of the environment (Tate, 2010). 

My research position is essentially naïve to the vast and webbed scientific debate and the protest that codes and decodes the 

environmental shift. While the research has provided a platform in which to think about digital culture and how it affects me today and 

into the future, I find working with cloth returns me to a more natural and human world where a participatory and natural environment 

is important. The textile form opens conversations questioning consumption and pollution, and at this new altitude I draw from, I 

make whimsical and nonsensical images that rip at the punk-like revolution’s cut and paste predecessors and fray the edges of anti-

establishment sentiment by subverting audiences into a relational embodiment as they engage with the cloth. By positioning the 

Anthropocene as a narrative tool, I have embodied the shift towards digital engagement through the creation of wearable art activating 

relational and perhaps environmentally compassionate conversations between the consumer- audience and maker (Turpin, 2015). 
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Figure 1.3a communique

LIBERATE TATE COMMUNIQUE #1 MAY 2010 – Released during Tate Modern’s 10 year Birthday Celebration Weekend.

Dear Tate

Happy Birthday. We wish we could celebrate with you. But we can’t.

As we write, your corporate sponsor BP is creating the largest oil painting in the world, inspired by profit margins and a culture that puts money in front of life, 
its shadowy stain shimmers across the Gulf of Mexico. A toxic tide that turns thriving ecosystems into deserts and deprives cultures of their way of life, it is one 
of the world’s greatest works of corporate art, a work that reeks of death and speaks of our society’s failure of imagination.

Every day Tate scrubs clean BP’s public image with the detergent of cool progressive culture. But there is nothing innovative or cutting edge about a company 
that knowingly feeds our addiction to fossil fuels despite a climate crisis, a company whose greed has killed twenty-one employees in just over a year, a 
company that continues to invest in the cancer-causing climate crimes of tar sands in Alberta, Canada.

By placing the words BP and Art together, the destructive and obsolete nature of the fossil fuel industry is masked, and crimes against the future are given a 
slick and stainless sheen.

Every time we step inside the museum Tate makes us complicit with these acts, acts that will one day seem as archaic as the slave trade, as anachronistic as 
public executions Every time Nicholas Serota is asked how a museum that prides itself on dealing with climate change can be funded by an oil company he 
responds that there are no plans to abandon BP sponsorship (anything to do with having an ex-CEO of BP chair Tate’s board of trustees?).

When art activist group The Laboratory of Insurrectionary Imagination were invited to run a workshop on art and civil disobedience, they were told by curators 
that they could not take any action against Tate and its sponsors and the workshop was policed by the curators to make sure the artists produced work 
“commensurate with the Tate’s mission”. In March 2010, Tate Modern ran an eco symposium, “Rising to the Climate Change Challenge: Artists and Scientists 
Imagine Tomorrow’s World”, on the same day that Tate Britain was celebrating twenty years of BP sponsorship with one of its ‘BP Saturdays’ Incensed by this 
censorship and hypocrisy, participants in the symposium called for a vote: 80% of the audience agreed that BP sponsorship should be dropped by 2012.

So today we offer you a birthday present, a gift to liberate Tate from its old-fashioned fossil fuel addiction – a gift for the future. Beginning during your 10th 
anniversary party and continuing until you drop the sponsorship deal, we will be commissioning a series of art interventions in Tate buildings across the 
country. Already commissioned are Art Action collective, with a birthday surprise at this weekend’s No Soul For Sale event, and The Invisible Committee, who 
will infiltrate every corner of Tate across the country in the coming months.

We invite artists to join us and act to liberate Tate. Free art from oil.
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Figure 1-3b Liberate Tate, The Gift, Wind turbine blade, 2012.
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Figure 1-4 Hannah Hoch, Cut with the Kitchen Knife Dada through the 
Last Weimar Beer Belly Cultural Epoch in Germany, collage, 1919

1.3 DaDa DaTA

As an enthusiast of collage, I attribute my absolute passion 

for this medium to the process of constructing something from 

something else. This was a mindfulness I gained working 

in darkrooms, where hundreds of silver gelatin proofs were 

binned in the pursuit of getting the fine print right. I reclaimed 

these abandoned resources and ripped and stitched them back 

together, painting over the fragmentation to work up a new 

composition, often giving way to extended perspectives and 

painted texture far from the art of fine print. The process and 

product of collage often attributed to a Dadaist characteristic 

are fundamentally at the core of my methodology. I include 

a dynamic work, by Hannah Hoch, as an exhibit of chaotic 

structure driven by social commentary. (Figure 1-4)

For the purpose of this research, I have coined the term Dada 

Data to describe a lyricism and absurd retelling of the on-off 

states integral to computer programming that mimics and 

entangles the history of collage with pixilation. This offsets the 

values of the metadata with the traditional analogue processes 

of yesteryear. At the core of this research, I have intricately 
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stitched pixel fragments together creating an adventure into the 

electronic future, while imagining Data Dada as a capacitor that 

integrates circuits of unrelated images and actions. In the book, 

Adventures in the Arts, Marsden Hartley (1921) writes 

Dada scrapes from us the thick layers of filth deposited on us by the 

last few centuries… Dada destroys, and stops at that. Let Dada help us 

to make a complete clearance, then each of us rebuild a modern house.

(Hartley, 1921, p. 252).

In this spirit, deep thinker and American artist Michael Mandiberg 

(2017) has arranged such a rebuild seen here in (Figure1-5) by 

expanding Tristan Tzara’s original French version of the seminal 

work the Dada Manifesto with digitalised Filipino, Estonian, 

Esperanto and English through a retelling governed by the ‘data 

driven translation automatons that make the web accessible at all’ 

(Mandiberg, 2017). The research establishes an exciting parallel 

that aligns the sentiment of Dada, its bricolage and collage to the 

recent proliferation of the information age, pulling at the historical 

gravity of deconstruction and assemblage. It is within these 

boundaries, that I cut and paste my way through the digital terrain, 

dragging and placing the humour and paradox of nonsensical ideas  

that form when sampling a past to create a future and speculative 

Figure 1-5 Michael Mandiberg, Tristan Tzara, Dada Manifesto 
Translation Automatons-detail, 2017
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Figure 1-6 Gloria Pannka, Tjuritja (West MacDonnell Ranges), water-
based ink print on linen/cotton fabric, 2015 Photo: Rett Hammerton

Figure 1-7 United Visual Artists, Message from the unseen world, 
continuously evolving machine, Paddington Central, London UK, 2017

manifesto. 

Dada has already established as a digital paradigm in the 

book, In the death of computer art, by Lev Manovich (1986) 

which highlighted the division he outlined as Turing-land and 

Duchamp-land. In Manovich’s approximation, the culture of art 

and makers have entered the world of computer programming 

and modes of creation understood to belong to art made 

with computers. Manovich partitions the field with the two 

provocateurs, Turing-land and Duchamp-land as binary 

opposites. Duchamp-land and its citizens explore cyber-

possibilities, continuous of their own art practice whilst utilising 

electronic interface enmeshed in the making of art understood 

as another tool. (Figure 1-6) The artists in Turing-land perform 

historical and scientific development of code as a making space 

and essentially take the technology very seriously. (Figure 1-7)

My practice and research, has engaged with digital 

technologies as fun and I have a relatively superficial level of 

knowledge about computational history and digital technical 

advancement, setting  up my practice as a citizen of Duchamp-
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land. My digital making space begins in the desktop computer, utilising a user-friendly 

interface. While the technology is functional, possibilities enabled through the computer 

portal provide endless destinations, both in space and non-space. When the equipment 

falls obsolete, an opportunity arises to engage the technology as raw material, to be 

deconstructed and reassembled, as practiced by UK artist Susan Stockwell. Seen here 

in (Figure 1-8) Stockwell used four tonnes of recycled computer components that were 

assembled and installed to create the 2010 work Flood. It is pictured here at the altar 

of York St Mary, a 13th century deconsecrated church now used as an art space. Flood 

makes reference to the ‘floods of information and technology’ through its medium of 

computer detritus that contrast  the geographical issues of flooding in the York region 

(Stockwell, 2010). This was a playful Dada Duchamp visualisation on environment 

consumption and e-waste with reference to global warming through the metaphor of 

water rising. 

Similarly, my research relationship to the computer aligns data as the Readymade, sold 

to consumers as platforms, in my case more commonly understood as Photoshop, Mac, 

Instagram and Google. (Figures 1-9, 1-10, 1-11, 1-12) Through this lens, these Readymades’ 

take purchase as part of the maker’s mark. The research manoeuvres the computational 

chip as an irritation at the core of creative practice, and it critiques how it now seems 

the only platform where art can be validated. As each art site is uploaded in some 

way, cyclic currents of data fragments move through the clam-like laptop, layering the 

Figure 1-8 Susan Stockwell, Flood-detail, 
recycled computer components, 2010

Figure 1-9 
Adobe, 
Photoshop 
logo, 2018

Figure 1-10 
Ronald Wayne, 
Rainbow apple, 
1976

Figure 1-12 Ruth 
Kedar, Google logo, 
1999

Figure 1-11 Cole 
Rize, Instagram 
logo, 2010
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research nucleus with network nacre, endlessly forming its shape and capacity. This is unintentionally structured as collage. 

Plans for World Domination has been activated through navigation of software and connection to the World Wide Web. By 

rendering digital surfaces on handmade fabrics, new waypoints develop that illuminate traditional cultural activities entwined 

with electronic technologies. In the same way Manovich aligned Marcel Duchamp as the interface of the Dada movement and a 

narrative proxy for an entirely new way of looking at civilisation, the research methodology examines cultural innovation through 

collage and the readymade. Furthermore, the Dutch artist Theo van Doesburg explains Dada as a solarising surface able to 

open up ‘optical and dimensional static viewpoint’ where it ‘became possible to perceive the entire prism of the world instead of 

just one facet at a time’ (Doesburg, 1923, p.234)

It is from this vantage that I identify a similar absurdity in digital art. Recently released by New York based, Australian art 

collective Soda Jerk, the sample film Terror Nullius describes  a political revenge fable, that ‘interrogates the unstable 

entanglement of fiction that underpins this country’s vexed sense of self’ (ACMI, 2018). (Figure 1-13) This art work has utilised 

digital technology to create a pastiche of Australian cinema and works as an audio-visual collage. Described by Australian film 

critic Jason di Rosso as a ‘kind of audio-visual horseplay’ that ‘recalls the satirical shorthand of internet culture, which in turn 

springs from late 20th century popular traditions of music sampling, graffiti art and punk’ (Rosso, 2018).

The act of fragmenting sound and image, known to digital artists as sampling, underlines 21st century culture and is now 

recognised as a method of hyper-making found in contemporary forms of art making. Retelling and re-contextualising images 

from my digital archive to represent the growing and vast weight of the internet, can be understood as mark making, endemic to 

digital culture in the context of this project.
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Figure 1- 13 Soda Jerk, Terror Nullius, digital video 54 min, 2018
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1.4 ALTERMoDERN ACHIPeLAGO 

The Altermodern archipelago terrain provides passage in 

which to test critically engaged contemporary art theory in 

relation to the context of my practice and the art I produce. The 

reinvestigation of past histories are entwined with the onset 

of computational culture as local communities endeavour to 

become present in a global community. This leads to a hyper-

engagement with digitalising past archives and present stories. 

In 2009, French philosopher Nicolas Bourriaud and the Tate 

Modern presented The Altermodern, boldly announcing the 

death of the postmodern era whist introducing its replacement 

as a triennial spectacular. The Altermodern ran a series of 

activations proposed as an archipelago in which to explore 

contemporary art made in the globalised world it claimed to 

represent.

In this research, I have positioned the Altermodern archipelago 

(Figure 1-14 ) as a retelling of a Mappa Mundi echoing the era of 

discovery (Figures 1-15, 1-16) and present the images as if they 

were an external hard drive of future visualisations to plug 

into. My research structure plays with the oversimplification 

Figure 1-14 Tate Triennial, Altermodern archipelago, interactive web site, 
2009
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of the mapping atoll and visualisation of the 21st Century. 

It identifies artists through and beyond the lens of the 

Altermodern and The computational turn that I align to 

support key ideas. I identify the digital world as a terrain 

where artists working in ‘contemporary culture can no 

longer be seen as a single totality, but as an interrelated 

network’ – described as an archipelago (Bourriaud, 2009). 

The investigation focused on a matrix of modulating 

platforms provided and accessible in digital space. In the 

late 1970s, American art theorist Rosalind Krauss proposed 

‘categories like sculpture and painting have been kneaded 

and stretched and twisted in an extraordinary demonstration 

of elasticity, a display of the way a cultural term can be 

extended to include just about anything’ (Krauss, 1979, 

p. 1). The question of medium and the practice of the 

individual described by Krauss in Sculpture in the Expanded 

Field provided a significant framework in which to consider a 

proliferation or application of digital engagement, specifically 

when considering the elasticity found when engaging the 

computer and its software in relation to my research project 

(Krauss, 1979). 

Figure 1-16 

MAPPA MUNDI 
‘Mappa Mundi we see… a hybrid moral entity, a transitional blend of the medieval and 
the modern at the crossroads between two mappings…represents a blurred transition 
between map-making traditions and a mixed moral rhetoric of identity.. (Smith 2014)

Figure 1-15 Mappa Mundi Portolano 1, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, Florence, 1457
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In conjunction with this elasticity of field, I draw on other concepts 

from the Altermodern Manifesto. Firstly, the idea that creolisation 

is born of a new universalism that allows artists to draw from 

a globalised state of culture directly aligns my processes and 

investigations into international textile printing and production to 

the altermodern. The Manifesto affirms heightened travel, migrating 

and communication as new pathways for planetary negotiations by 

agents from different cultures, highlighting work flow and privilege 

also accommodated in my practice (Bourriaud, 2009, p. 2). 

Secondly, specific practical components of the research experience 

are closely aligned with theorem understood as Relational 

Aesthetics, whereby ‘the internet and multimedia systems point 

to a collective desire to create new areas of conviviality and 

introduce new types of transaction with regard to the cultural object’ 

(Bourriaud, 2002, p. 34). The Altermodern platform preferences 

an archipelago that expands states that traverse hyper-behaviour 

as trending contemporary art methodology but neglects to identify 

these states as an underlying premise of digital engagement.  

Philosopher of technology Dr Yuk Hui described in The 

Computational Turn or a New Weltbild a qualitative change in 

Figure 1-17 Anna Reynolds, Circuit Board World, digital 
composite, 2012
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world perception, aptly identified as the computational turn and aligns cultural dynamics with computational logic and 

claims computation ‘is not anymore a method, methodology, or tool but more fundamentally, the way we see and act in 

the world’ (Hui, 2010, para. 4). This understanding was utilised in my work as a motherboard in which to philosophically 

return to during the research journey while questioning the Altermodern Manifesto.

In my investigation, the digital milieu was perhaps overlooked as the hero in the saga of the Altermodern. This is 

comprehensively illustrated in Yuk Hui’s (2010) vision of a world picture (Figure 1-17) that finds correlation where the two 

merge, as a logical language that becomes a discursive network. He suggests a ‘state that the Altermodern is legitimated 

by such a technological condition, that is, the computational turn’ (Hui, 2010, para. 5). He also asserts ‘An artwork is not 

an object anymore, but a network. It is beyond the correlation between time and space, since it is discursive; it follows 

the logic of language, which is in turn only possible through network technology’ (Hui, 2010, para. 6).

The Altermodern theory and exhibition were presented through the lens of an archipelago and jumps across platforms 

expanding the domains of Travel, Borders, Archive, Energy and Exiles, presenting them as a kind of treasure map 

for artists to engage with. It is within these networks that the ‘Altermodern and the computational turn both share the 

disorientation of time and space’ (Hui, 2010, para. 5). In responding to the Altermodern theory my research highlights the 

parallels found between the manifesto and my artistic practice but also articulates digital culture as a significant enabling 

force. 

In 2016 I engaged as artist in residence with social enterprise and textile network, The Stitching Project, located in 

Rajasthan, India. Travelling and working in India provided the research, viewpoints and platforms from where correlations 

were made. 
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In terms of globalisation, journeys across physical and cultural domains are established as artwork through 

the reproduction of archives and digital engagement. Nomad becomes a second formation of an artist’s own 

freedom to a perambulating engagement within the bias of globalisation (Bourriaud, 2009). 

The artist collective, Pil and Galia Kollectiv (2009), critique the Altermodern platform in their assessment by 

asking ‘Can we equate the movement of displaced refugees with the nomadism of the international artist in 

residence? (Pil & Galia Kollectiv, 2009, p. 3). They also question how artists who create work by researching 

or ordering things on the internet or by using the facilities of an international residency space, are not paving 

the way for others by recognising and celebrating alter-narrative within the status quo but simply responding 

to the same pressures and uncertainties that define us all. (Pil & Galia Kollectiv, 2009). 

Manovich (2011) argues that ‘it was inevitable that digital computers would gradually replace all other 

media-specific tools and machines due to a new level of efficiency and speed in processing, transmitting 

and interacting with media data and communication content’ (Manovich, 2011, para. 7). In the context of 

culture-orientated behaviours, a reinterpretation of established audience interface has developed. Another 

significant theory put forward by Bourriaud is the platform of Archive. It is here that he asserts  

Now the world has been mapped by satellites, and nowhere is unknown, artists are exploring history as a new terra 

incognita. Artists mine both their own archives and those of institutions or organisations, connecting chains of ideas. They 

remix, re-present and re-enact, using the past as part of an understanding of the present. (Bourriaud, 2009)
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Bourriaud fails to recognise the platform of Archive is driven by an endless global task of digitising 

previously established archives that result from humanities relationship with computational culture. 

Positioning space and non-space fusion as an operational site for research production now mirrors the 

world we live in and this is recognised as handcraft, mechanical and analogue versus the rise of the 

computational turn and digitalisation. Space is understood as a site where we enact our desires, make 

physical demands of situations, and behave within the constraints of the physical world. Non–space is 

a place where we interact with a computer, a place where there is little common understanding of the 

embedded infrastructure. The computer continues to connect us in ways unimaginable and augments 

our world, where the philosophical architecture in which to understand these connections are thrown into 

constant flux. 

When Yuk Hui describes a ‘networked re-ordering of time and space’ located in ‘cosmos exploration; 

communication networks; the overlapping of patterns of cultural dynamics’ he asserts the  ‘ground 

(groundlessness) of Bourriaud’s storytelling’ as ‘only possible in a technological sense’ (Hui, 2010, para. 

4). When Bourriaud identifies trajectories, travel and nomadism that behave as the translation of creative 

output, I assert that these actions are enabled and configured by proliferating technology. This can be 

understood through the creative journeys I undertake, engaging with community through the platform of 

textile augmented by my own digital engagement. 
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1.5 TRAVeL COMMuNITY TExTILE

Travel, Community and Textile expand the site of making, enrich 

the studio and point to the Altermodern archipelago for validation 

and sanction. My research journey included several international 

excursions to seek materials, equipment and services for the 

production of my work. (Figure 1-18) At first the research intent was 

to construct a wonderland of composition, inspired by my travels 

and compiled from a rich personal archive of art and photography, 

with fine print enabling resolution that explored the potential found 

in Photoshop’s functions. The initial digital files were prepared for 

a printing outcome that would render the work two dimensional. 

As I began to explore the community of printing possibilities, textile 

emerged as an additional choice that expanded and extended printing 

in the digital field. This exploration became the platform and runway 

where Travel, Community and Textile launched. In this context, Textile 

is positioned as a mark of its community, an endemic commodity 

embedded within a cultural environment. (Figure 1-19 )   

The curator of the Altermodern asks us to distinguish between 

viatorisation, a word with Latin origins denoting travel and traveller, 

opposed to Travel as a form or act. Travel for the creative throughout 

Figure 1-18 Anna Reynolds, iPhone pic taken in 2013 while seeking 
material in Denpasar, came across the second hand market, recycling 
clothes in Indonesia, 2013
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Figure 1-19  Anna Reynolds, Textile woven as a mark of its 
community, - a double ikat known as Gringsing endemic to 
Tenganan, Bali, Indonesia, 2013

history, has operated as provocation and opportunity to view with novel insight 

into something unknown, something to be explored, something to research 

and learn about. It also provides opportunity to make and network from 

outside the boundaries of usual local audiences, creating deeper levels of 

understanding. 

These journeys could be thought of as a new stability, replacing  traditional 

forms and mediums  diminishing through the unstable digital media that 

now dominates creative working spaces. The thought-provoking writings of 

Professor Sean Cubitt (2016) illustrate the idea that for artists, ephemerality 

and systems of random sampling may be an integral factor in digital media 

arts due to the nature of the technology and states ‘artistic strategies in 

contemporary media arts have to operate across this volatile landscape’ 

(Cubitt, 2008, p. 58).

From the research emerged a desire to create a hybrid object that embodied 

this contemporary identity through combining the digital and the traditional 

as digital print on handwoven fabric. This idea formed as I was mining my 

archive, gathering components and making digital composite landscapes 

that would express and visually map ideas linked to the Anthropocene. As 

the project content formed I sought traditionally woven fabric from India, 
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often referred to as handloom or Khadi cloth, as a substrate on 

which to digitally print. As in any global exploration the vessels 

that navigate also trade exotic curios found upon the shores of 

their destinations and journeys. Located in the contemporary 

world, and within the research context, handloom cloth collects 

histories of tradition, culture and philosophy, complicit with 

colonial exploration and global trade, thus positioning the cloth 

as a form of contemporary relational mapping. The irregular 

quality of the handloom cloth, often with foreign objects such as 

grass or random threads embedded in its structure give the work 

a textural and organic quality. (Figure 1-20) Seeking textile made 

by hand provided the incentive to travel to India, a continent 

known for expert weavers and fine weaving. India also houses a 

comprehensive and extensive textile printing culture that I wished 

to explore. During my candidature, I was invited to participate as 

artist in residence at The Stitching Project in Puskar Rajasthan. 

The Stitching Project, located in a simple textile production studio, 

works as a social enterprise that supports marginalised women 

through employment. (Figure 1-21) The studio consists of a modest 

block printing studio, plant dyeing service, sewing production 

with  textile tour facilitation. During my time at the studio I painted 

Figure 1-20  Anna Reynolds, The hand 
sewing team having a morning production 
meeting, taken during residency @ The 
Stitching Project, Pushkar India, 2016

Figure 1-21 Anna Reynolds, Production team in the sewing 
machine and cutting room, taken during residency @ The Stitching 
Project Pushkar India, 2016
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and block printed handloom textile and was taken on adventures to 

meet with other communities and networks that supplied materials, 

offered services and supported traditional crafts people. (Figure 1-22, 23 

& 24) The conceptual terrain of the research experienced a slippage 

and shift by including Indian handwoven cloth. The unusual choice of 

media presented the research with a practical experience that brought 

the gritty, earthy, organic nature of India to the digital work surface and 

became integral to the image intent.

This interest in textile production and the desire to participate in it, was 

developed from my own experiences of living in Australia’s tropical 

north. Originally, I came to the Northern Territory to learn of another 

culture, albeit a warmer one, escaping my cold homeland of Victoria. 

Spending the past 25 years centred in the Top End of Australia has 

allowed me a greater understanding and lived experience of the 

rich transcultural heritage of the Territory. Learning about humanity’s 

migratory behaviours between the diverse populations that inhabit these 

shores and the cultural attributions that are shared between them, has 

opened up an understanding and appreciation of local handcrafts and 

their cultural context. Textile production in the Northern Territory presents 

a dynamic and robust practice and is currently generating momentum as 

Figure 1-22 Fiona Wright, 
Introducing Master carver 
Mr. Satnaryan, receiving my 
digital artwork via Photoshop 
and email; picture sent via 
WhatsApp communication 
from Fiona re plans for 
block printing domination at 
residency @ The Stitching 
Project, 2016

Figure 1-23 Anna 
Reynolds, Pit loom at 
Khamir, society for the 
preservation of culture, 
community and local 
environments, Kukma, 
Kachchh, Gujarat, India, 
taken on tour during 
residency @ The Stitching 
Project 2016

Figure 1-24 Anna Reynolds, 
Visiting Mr Om, master 
shoemaker, taken on tour 
during residency @ The 
Stitching Project 2016
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a handmade product in global and local markets. This production, 

dominated by the ethos of the handmade, is supported through 

the activities of art centres often operating in remote and 

isolated circumstances. It is because of this industry and market 

performance that techniques in screen printing and dyeing are 

often the focus of workshops and artistic development. (Figure 1-25) 

As an arts worker in the Northern Territory I am often involved 

in such workshops and through them, have developed a deep 

appreciation of its associated textile processes that have now 

surfaced as a critical component of my practice. 

It is believed that cloth was first introduced by fleets of Macassan 

who seasonally fished Australia’s northern shores prior to English 

invasion. Through trade and gift exchange with Macassan people, 

a unique relationship to textile became embedded in Top End 

ceremonial activity, and textile now holds significant cultural 

meaning for the people of Arnhem Land (Kirk & Hamby 2014). 

(Figure 1-26) I am drawn to this history through the story of travel, 

the textile and communities it belongs to and also the identity 

making and political representation the handmade favours, rather 

than the economic imperatives it delivers (Kirk & Hamby 2014). 
Figure 1-26  H S Melville, Macassans at Victoria, Port Essington, 1845

Figure 1-25 Dylan Buckee, From Country to Couture -DAAFF 2018 
Fashion Show, Anindilyakwa Arts Bush Dye Collection, collaboration 
with Aly de Groot and Anna Reynolds, 2018
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1.6 Art MeeTs  FaFa Fa Fa FASHION   

The paradigm of contemporary art and textile each contain a cultural spectrum specific to its own tradition and history. 

Often positioned as fashion, together they have traversed the porous borders between them, linking historical narratives, 

function and innovation, referencing fashion and art. Stories are absorbed in production and lay silent and uninterrupted 

at the surface layer. In the context of this research, Art and Textile were enmeshed as an experimental exploration 

outputting images enabled by digital technology. I choose cloth as a substrate to print on initially for its elasticity, texture 

and infinite possibilities. Printing on cloth altered the reading of the initial artworks and research, from illustrative to 

relational, and the nature of cloth provided the artwork a depth beyond the printed surface. By diverting the print output 

from slick digital print mediums to textile, it opened up pathways to thinking about digital society, through radical and 

vital dialogue surrounding the production and history of cloth. 

Provocation surrounding sewing production, associated textile waste, the status of the fibre and garment longevity, 

became transformative and pivotal at the making site. This research gave permission for my practice to engage with 

textile in a way I had never experienced through printing on other mediums. It became the synthesis that merged 

myself as printmaker, painter, craftsperson and textile enthusiast with the areas of Travel, Community and Textile. 

Never intended or bound as fashion, my artwork was rendered on cloth, marked out, cut, shaped and worn, inevitably 

becoming so. Fashion intervened and with it, commerce. Dialogue surrounding economy, waste and production were 

activated and required addressing. As a young female student of photography in the late 80s early 90s, the political 

work of Barbara Kruger and Guerrilla Girls became a significant influence to my work  in regards to positioning the 

message of a work through its material and style. The culture jamming catchphrase work of Kruger that commented 

on consumption in popular culture, had expanded her edgy graphic style to the spaces of industrial-sized advertising 
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billboards and branding, along with slogans screen printed 

across t-shirts. (Figure 1-27) The anonymous feminist art activist 

group, The Guerrilla Girls, who sold t-shirts, badges and the 

odd tea-towel, made accessible, critically engaged messages 

through wearable art. (Figure 1-28)

Long after Dali’s lobster was translated on to the silk chiffon 

dress belonging to the French design house of Elsa Schiaparelli 

(Figure 1-29) are the boom fashion labels engaging contemporary 

artists as a form of consumable cultural currency, walking 

their glamorous heels down the collaborative and digitally 

enhanced catwalk. It was unexpected, when  digital printing on 

cloth activated political and social sites that salaciously started 

working together as propaganda and conformity. My research 

work, in this context walks barefoot through established couture 

traditions. It aligns the collaborations of Elsa Schiaparelli with 

the Dada artists as a homage to artists who have engaged 

fashion as a platform in which to ‘import modernity out of the 

archives, museum spaces and elite literature’ and ‘anchor it in 

daily practice’ (Rice, 2004, p. 54). (Figure 1-30)

Figure 1-27 Barbara Kruger, I shop there 
for I am, photolithography, screen print, 
appropriation, replication, mass culture, 
ephemeral, book, magazine, compact 
disc covers, matchbooks, coffee mugs, 
shopping bags, 1990-ongoing

Figure 1-28 Guerrilla Girls, Do woman have to be naked to get into the Met. 
Museum? 1989 -ongoing
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Textile was chosen as a relational vessel in which to ferry the 

key images created as whimsical and mythical expansions 

of our cultural cusp. Rendered onto raw natural fibres as a 

practical response to the tropical environment I inhabit, the work 

became an epidermal layering, creating a space where the 

digital surface’s cut and paste compression of histories, drape its 

community with cloth endemic of proliferating digital culture.

The clothes activated a reaction generated by as support for 

the workers of mass produced garment construction. The textile 

became a rich nexus that opened up and unravelled an emerging 

global culture, through conversation surrounding waste and 

consumption, exploitation and commerce. This was heightened 

by popular discourse protesting breaches of human rights 

located in the textile industry. It was my intention that the digital 

print and associated technology could be seen as a metaphor in 

which to recognise environmental degradation associated with 

consumption. Though, in actuality, by moving away from photo 

rag and digital print media, it was printing on textile that provided 

a space to investigate globalisation as a link to the Anthropocene.

Figure 1-29 Cecil Beaton, 
Wallace Simpson wearing 
Schiaparelli Lobster dress, 
1937

Figure 1-30 Unknown, Elsa 
Schiaparelli and Salvador 
Dali, silver gelatin print, 1949, 
collection of Meryl Secrest
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CHaPTER TWo  CONTExT 

2.1 introDuction

This chapter outlines how my working method links other artists and theory in three sections.

The first section, Truth to Materials, brings to the textile surface the significant onset of computational culture currently 

impacting social and environmental phenomena. The section discusses different ways artists negotiate a digital 

society as a material to express contemporary culture. Section two, Energy, discusses a philosophical making site and 

significant point of departure in terms of making art to raise awareness about environmental issues. And thirdly, Land-

escape, looks at the practices of several contemporary artists and how their work engages with the computer as terrain.
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2.2 TRUTH tO MATERIALs

This research has purposely drawn, made and referenced content via computer and the internet, to reflect 

on and question the materiality of the digital age and computational turn, and links it to a ‘belief that the form 

of a work of art should be inseparably related to the material in which it is made’ (Woodham, 2018). Pre-

empting current digital domination were the critical theories of Marshal McLuhan (1967) who identified electric 

technology as a material that was ‘reshaping and restructuring patterns of social interdependence and every 

aspect of our personal life and asked us to reconsider and re- evaluate practically every thought, every action, 

and every institution’ (McLuhan, 1967, p. 9). 

The research body of work functions as a set or grouping of interrelated visual actions participating with 

electronica as a material. The material at a surface level is engaged with, firstly as an over simplification and 

unsophisticated understanding of its structure, potential or bulk, naively crafting from the present moment. 

Secondly as a naïve traveller exploring the electronic world as a research journey, by way of laptop, leaving 

digital footprints across the web in hard drives that collect souvenir snapshots in search histories saved and 

pinned for future reference.   

I see correlation with the story of weaving and the production of cloth. I have gazed in wonderment at the 

exposed workings of looms and the programming that guides the warp and weft interlace threads at right 

angles, to produce a singular textile plain demonstrated so beautifully in the K’ho weaving configuration. 

(Figure 2-1) I am also equally excited at the prospect of making from the textile plain, the possibilities provided 

by a length of fabric and its surface become a kind of compressed elevation, deconstructing the processes of 
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weaving and its stories through a secondary production level activated by 

sewing. Resourcefulness has been a long-time endeavour of mine, often 

incorporated as practical methodology surrounding production, regardless 

of medium. In my act of cutting and stitching I practice a third level of 

creativity, offering critique of capitalist society. Resourcefulness becomes 

a site of inspiration, as a by-product emerges from the initial layers of 

construction. Informed choices made utilising waste as a raw material 

evolved, as my practice engaged with digital technology. A parallel, linking 

this idea is the work of Australian artist Ash Keating. When the City of 

Penrith, NSW, Australia commissioned Keating to present Activate 2750, 

a performative and ephemeral installation at the Davis Road Transfer 

Station, the material used became a source of provocation surrounding the 

work. Activate 2750 was intended to demonstrate waste as a community 

issue through creative processes. Keating worked collaboratively to 

facilitate and perform creative intervention utilising large amounts of waste 

diverted from the transfer centre. Pushing supermarket trollies laden with 

the waste and creating large ominous structures in civic spaces, (Figure 2-2) 

mobilised ‘a discourse around consumerism, landfill and the in/visibility 

of waste’ (Tello, 2009, p.1). Keating’s work ‘aimed to generate debate 

and awareness with regard to the nexus of consumerism and waste.’ He 

said: ‘Everyone is implicated, including myself, in being part of this type of 

Figure 2-1  Anna Reynolds, Interlace, K’ Ho, Lam Dong, 
Vietnam, 2015
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Figure 2-2  Ash Keating, Activate 2750, Procession 3, Westfield Penrith Shopping Centre, Penrith, 4:00-6:00pm Thursday 5th March 2009, C type photograph, 
Commissioned by C3West for SITA Environmental Solutions, Photograph: Alex Kershaw, © The artist
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society’ (Tello, 2009, p. 1). After the fact, Keating’s project and practice, comprehensibly documented, 

now resides as memories and archive of the event and the monumental work exists as digital images, 

text and intent, laying tribute to the artist and event when loaded through Google searches and 

concurrent webpages. It could be said that it continues to exist only as audience participation at the site 

of non-space in an electric archive.

Hardware and software have continually become obsolete during and prior to my engagement with 

digital culture. The first computers I engaged with are now obsolete museum objects less than 25 years 

after their conception. Upgrading and backing up the tools and materials of the information age are in 

constant flux as I navigate around the digital frontier, high levels of digital saturation do little to indicate 

abating trends. The 2013 Information Communications Technology [ICT] statistics, reported one third 

of the world’s population to be online and ‘45% of users below the age of 25 (ICT 2013). The world 

population at that time was estimated at 7.1 billion people, and ICT claimed the market place was near 

total saturation with a 6.8 billion mobile-cellular subscription rate (ICT 2013). In 2006 the ICT estimated 

just over half (.6) billion households had access to the Internet (ITC 2013). Figures found on the ICT 

webpage July 2018, indicate that in 2017, 70% of the world’s population that were born as children of 

information age were online (ICT 2013)

Along with the statistics describing the growing engagement with technology British political geographer  

David Newman proposed a borderless and de-territorialised world enabled by cyberspace. Access to 

this binary world is liberating but for others it creates ‘strict border demarcation characteristic’ through a 

lack of access to ‘computers and knowledge of basic computer skills’ (Newman, 2006, p. 147).
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In regards to my research work, this becomes significant as it was in 

2006 that my practice expanded into this cyber world with the purchase 

of a MacBook and access to reliable internet. It also lays foundation in 

understanding the shift in  culture expressed in the Altermodern Manifesto 

which claims ‘Today’s art         explores the bonds that text and image 

weave between themselves. Artists traverse a cultural landscape saturated 

with signs, creating new pathways between multiple formats of expression 

and communication (Bourriaud, 2009).

In 2012 the research work was envisaged as a conventional wall hang 

to be printed and framed, but opportunity to expand the print outcomes 

were activated by online print-on-anything industries, simultaneously and 

momentarily emerging on the web.

Evidence of these cross pollinations, enabled through digital technology, 

can be seen today between art, fashion and the textile industry, and also 

embodies artistic intent as commercial enterprise or trade. Included in this 

apparel buzz-hive are many Australian contemporary artists and designers 

working with digital print on textile. Contemporary Australian artist Sally 

Smart, partnered with Italian fashion house, Marni. Australian design duo 

Romance Was Born (RWB) accompany Melbourne designer as creatives who  

Figure 2-3  Sally Smart & Marni, Perform (Pedagogical 
Dance) & Sally Smart X Marni Pre/Fall Collection p. 33, 
Synthetic polymer paint and ink on canvas fabric with 
various collage elements. 2012, Photo Toby Knott Courtesy 
MARNI, 2017
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also participate with the commercial space of fashion retail 

through digital engagement. Perform (pedagogical dance) 

2012, was first rendered as synthetic polymer paint and ink on 

canvas fabric with various collage elements and then exhibited 

as a re-presented figurative animation. Smart’s deconstructed 

images reference key Dada collage characteristic and were 

recently reinterpreted by Marni as printed textile for exclusive 

high-end garments. Expanding Smart’s context and audience, 

the house of Marni entered the work into the platform of 

fashion when they launched their pre-fall collection of 2017. 

(Figure 2-3) Rendering Smart’s collage animation as a singular 

plain, the figurative work was subverted as a ready-made for 

the runway and online shopping ventures. 

Closer to home, the National Gallery of Victoria (NGV) 

mounted a multi-faceted exhibition, Express Yourself by the 

Australian label RWB. Driven by Anna Plunkett and Luke 

Sales, the duo was invited to work on a collaborative project 

at the NGV producing installation, workshop programs and a 

runway event. RWB invited further artists Nell, Kate Rohde, Del 
Figure 2-3 Sally Smart X Marni Pre/Fall Collection
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Kathryn Barton, and Sarah Cantos to contribute to the work (Somerville, 

2015). The decorative collaborations focused on textile and fibre work and 

were enabled and rendered through digital technology. (Figure 2-4) Audience 

could experience the work by visiting the gallery, staged events alongside 

workshop participation and garments available on the RWB online shop.

Another example of this interlinking is designer Lisa Gorman who 

established her fashion label, Gorman, with a philosophy that is inspired 

by the everyday, local culture and artists that surround us (Gorman, 

2018). Gorman recently sought paintings by Melbourne artist Mirka Mora 

to be adapted and mass produced as textile design for the label. In an 

interview with Lucy Feagins, discussing her collaboration with Mirka Mora, 

Gorman referenced the digital process as ‘the creation of repeat patterns, 

placement prints, garment design and fabrication’ (Feagins, 2016). (Figure 

2-5)

Each of these textile collaborations speaks to digitally enabling 

technologies that connect artist and cloth through fashion houses. The 

technologies have become the lodgings of couture, who now import exotic 

motif and object whilst echoing the yesteryear boom of treasure ships 

traversing the spice and silk road. Trade winds no longer fill the sails of 

Figure 2-4  Romance Was Born & Del Katheryn Barton, 
Romance Was Born Collection 2, 2009
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export vessels, instead a vessel of non-space and collaborative 

fabrication, loaded with the ready-made, link a materiality born of 

technology. 

The image of computer as textile producer is still a relative new 

vision and the cloth it produces can be thought of as endemic to 

contemporary electronic culture. Previously, histories of textile 

producing technologies, have often cross-pollinated due to 

colonisation and an example of this is the cloth produced by the 

Dutch during their colonisation of Indonesia and Africa. When 

the Dutch saw the Indonesian textile production of batik, they 

recognised  an opportunity to mimic the batik process through 

mechanical technology (Amankwah, 2012). The Dutch textile 

failed in the decerning Indonesian market but gathered popularity 

in Africa when  Dutch trade ships bought the textile to the African 

ports (Amankwah, 2012). This incredible history embedded 

within the cloth has influenced designers across the world. Over 

time the cloth has developed a varied and sophisticated library 

of motif that responds to African aesthetics and culture and is 

now recognised as a textile of the African cultural landscape 

(Amankwah, 2012). Artist Yinka Shonibare works with the cloth 

Figure 2-5  Mirka Mora x Gorman collaboration, 15-piece collection of garments 
with accompanying accessories, 2016
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Figure 2-6  Yinka Shonibare MBE (RA), Nelson’s Ship in a Bottle (maquette), plastic, Dutch wax-printed cotton textile, 
cork, acrylic and glass bottle, 2007
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to exploit and highlight questions gathered by his own African heritage and viewpoint of 

globalisation, colonialism and oppression (Kent, 2009). Demonstrated here (Figure 2-6) is 

Shonibare’s methodology to weave these particular histories into the core narrative of the 

work by using the Dutch wax cloth to cover sculptures that speak to colonisation and post-

colonisation in relation to his own cultural heritage (Kent, 2009).  

My own relationships to textile has developed and been enriched while living in the Northern 

Territory and is a significant influence in understanding the research work. Recently a  

dynamic textile culture has been established in the Top End through production of cloth 

in remote indigenous communities (Kirk & Hanby, 2014). This growing movement has fed 

and inspired local indigenous and non-indigenous creative practitioners, myself included, 

to produce textile and fibre-work. This has created a culture of textile screen printing, dying 

and batik that are stable income providers for artists and their families spanning several 

generations. Macassan, missionaries, teachers and art advisors introduced many of the 

textile techniques now flourishing in Arnhem Land and other indigenous communities 

(Salvestro, 2016). Through a renewed appreciation of the particular qualities of the 
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handmade, a demand for printed fabric has pushed the craft to re-evaluate and experiment 

with out-sourcing hand printing, digital fabric printing and relationships with commercial 

enterprises (Kirk & Hanby, 2014).  

2.3 ENeRGy 

From the Altermodern platform titled Energy, form making or cultural object production in 

terms of interconnectivity became a place where ‘before, during and after’ have become a 

narrative in which to engage with the work (Bourriaud, 2009).

This chapter speaks to energy as described by Bourriaud and entangles the digital process 

and the cyclic nature of production found in my own creative practice, as a way of describing 

energy in a creative field. The work of Professor Sean Cubitt brings environmentalism and 

other media technologies together with the idea that ‘Computing now has a bigger carbon 

footprint than the airline industry’ (Fry, 2016, para. 4). Professor Cubitt continues to question 

the implications for the environment under the weight of digital media findings. Through 

the global distribution of images extruded by computation, enormous quantities of energy 
Figure 2.7
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are used to disperse the images, illuminated by intense light 

(Cubitt, 2015). Previously an approximation of Data, produced 

on the basis of a calculation suggests that the annual global 

information produced in 2002 is of the order of twelve exabytes 

(ten to the eighteenth power) (Cubitt, 2008). (Figure 2-7)

Nicolas Bourriaud has identified an eruption in contemporary 

art that he has aligned with the mathematical understanding 

of dynamic structure. Here the mapping of time within space 

becomes a method or way to understand how ‘artists respond 

to sustainability in energy, creating feedback loops and chains 

of interconnections’ (Bourriaud, 2009). An idea of repelling and 

rejecting energy spent through digital engagement, as a space 

to foster sustainability and environmental concern within my 

research, provides me a narrative of personal solution but fails 

to connect me to others who have done the same. Recycling 

material, seeking like-minded manufacturers and minimising 

waste in studio and production, threads an underlying process 

of sustainability and aesthetic within my practice, and this is 

enabled by digital platforms. As citizens of the Information 

Figure 2-8  Cameron Robbins, On site at Queenscliff Jetty, southern 
Australia, winter solstice 2008 (with comet), 2008
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age, who would seek to address issues surrounding sustainability,  ‘Cubitt argues that ethical consumerism 

has proved inadequate as a response, and that institutional apathy in the face of corporate greed requires a 

fundamental change in our concepts of politics and communications’ (Fry, 2016, para. 4).

In a studio governed by machinery and hard metal tools, careful engineering and resourcefulness has long 

been a methodology in which Australian artist Cameron Robbins engages with his creative practice. Well 

known as an inventor of whimsical machines and gadgets, Robbin’s practice pays homage to complex 

systems and produces drawings that narrate these relationships. (Figure 2-8) Robbins work makes tangible 

the underlying structures and rhythms of natural forces by employing frameworks that include wind or ocean-

powered mechanical systems (Robbins, 2014). In an artist media profile by Carlo Zeccola, showcased on 

Australian television’s ABC Arts, Robbins identifies the kernel of his inspiration as natural energy (Zeccola, 

2012). His process includes the construction of the machines, the installation of the machines and visiting 

the site in which they inhabit. The physical and reflexive functions of the machines within the site all lead to 

processes, which are intrinsically linked to the outcome, allowing for chaotic and dynamic unpredictability. 

Within his work he identifies a spiritual connection sometimes felt after an intensive period of time working 

within nature (Zeccola, 2012). Situated in the archipelago of the Altermodern, the platform Energy aligns and 

validates Robbins practice as 

works whose compositional principle relies on a chain of elements: the work tends to become a dynamic structure that 

generates forms before, during and after its production. These forms deliver narratives, the narratives of their very own 

production, but also their distribution and the mental journey that encompasses them (Bourriaud, 2009b, p. 14).
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2.4 LAND-eSCAPE WhERE COMPUtER Is PASSPoRT

In the same way that each step of the research process can be thought as having the light of a computer screen behind it or 

the ink of a jet printer embedded into its surface, the computer has an elasticity, a stretch and length that tethers you to its 

landscape. It is a landscape that is changing rapidly, leaving behind the past and previous, it is a landscape that’s messing 

with time, it is a landscape experiencing a climate revolution. 

The research proposes that without a computer, or an ‘advocate’ to ‘upload’, being understood or understanding the globalised 

world is without catalyst. In this context Computer could include all engagement with digital technology. For the artist, the 

computer now corresponds as business concierge, activating conceptual and critical frameworks across a range of media 

applications available in cyber world. Hacking, phishing, cracking, crashing, uploading, outputting, virus and bugs are the 

branches cracking as humanity explores the new digital landscape. I evoke an image of the digital camera as my compass, 

leading my research  into this new territory.

In the context of navigating the Altermodern archipelago, the most perplexing omission is the acknowledgement that digital 

engagement is a significant enabler within the terrain. Once logged onto the archipelago, Bourriaud invites us to the island 

of Heterochronia, reportably colonised by artists working outside a ‘contemporary aesthetic’ framework. This is where he 

establishes ‘process’ and ‘structure’ and ‘assemblage’ as key indicators found in an artist’s contemporarily (Bourriaud, 2009). 

Heterochronia is derived from the understanding of ‘Hetero as different or other and Chronos meaning time’ (Bourriaud, 2009). 

Establishing  the perimeter of a contemporary aesthetic has dubious foundation, and in relation to this research, limits the idea 

of digital engagement as an expanded field. This cultural context suffers when the passport to traverse this contemporality, 

the computer, has been omitted or is perhaps void. Not belonging to digital culture or being out of range, forfeits digital 
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presence, and it is in this circumstance that I propose a non-

contemporarily would exist. Assigned by Bourriaud to the 

Heterochronia Island is artist Navin Rawanchaikul, a Thai 

national of Indian descent. Founder of Navin Productions, 

Rawanchaikul presents himself as artist and CEO, of the 

production along with an extensive team, that includes a 

special advisor, editor and advisor, artistic director, chief 

designer, chief illustrator, production associate, graphic 

designer, administrator, photographer and four painters. He 

claims to work predominantly from a collaborative platform 

that challenges modern systems of artistic production and 

presentation, while seeking ways to put art in touch with the 

lives of everyday people (Rawanchaikul, 2014). His work 

draws from an eclectic Asian pop culture, entwining Indian 

Bollywood-esque style images with community interventions 

that oscillate between ‘local circumstances and trends of 

globalisation’ (Rawanchaikul, 2014). (Figure 2-9)

When the Altermodern claims ‘a new culture for the 21st 

century is emerging’, the manifesto establishes ‘increased 

communication, travel and migration’ as mitigation for a new 

culture emerging (Bourriaud, 2009).

Figure 2-9  Navin Rawanchaikul, Lost in the City Painting (detail) 200 x 1624 cm, 
2007
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Rawanchaikul’s collaborative work crosses geographical and cultural borders enabled 

by air travel, information technology and websites. When process, structure and 

assemblage embody ‘contemporary’ and ‘collaborative’ I assert that it is the digital 

space that becomes the adhesive. It is a digitalised-enabled making landscape that 

increases context and accessibility for both the artist and audience.

Globalisation as a culture, appears to be searching for validation and the art world 

is experiencing a tectonic shift from a pasture previously understood prior to the 

manipulation of digital photography. Mimicry of analogue processes have long been 

a trait of the digital image workflow and many of the actions within the Photoshop 

toolbox reflect techniques akin to the wet darkroom. Burning, dodging and masking 

are some of the previous skills employed as the light sensitive photographic papers 

were exposed to negatives held in enlarger heads. The re-invention of these actions 

in Photoshop bring nostalgia to the digital space as does the digital re-telling of 

narratives from previous histories to create landscapes of the future. 

Working entirely from a laptop, Chinese born Yang Yongliang’s Phantom landscape 

(2010) rendered here as (Figure 2-10) etches away at the onslaught of Chinese 

urbanisation by rebooting the ancient art of silk painting as digital projection. 

Yongliang confirms the variation of medium as a reinvention of the future through 

multiple perspectives (Tai, 2010). Epic landscape echoing the loss of tradition 

Figure 2-10  Yang Yongliang, Phantom 
Landscape III,  Digital picture, inkjet print on 
Epson textured fine art paper, 2007
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and change as China embraces capitalism has inspire Yongliang to raise awareness of his homes 

environmental plight. ‘Photography and digital manipulation contribute to the overall influence of his work’ 

and although he visits real geographical sites to be inspired and to ‘source… and take photographs’ the 

remaining workflow consists of compiling ‘large database’ in ‘different categorical groupings’ for ‘post-

production work’ exclusively in ‘Photoshop’ (Mickle, 2016, p.13). 

In an interview with Mikala Tai for the catalogue for his 2010 self-titled solo exhibition, held at Melbourne 

Fine Art Gallery, Yang Yongliang describes a landscape that has inspired him. 

‘I was born in a historical town called Jiading, in the town there was an ancient pagoda whose history could be 

traced back to the Song dynasty, it looked like a dream to me. Along with the gradual modernization of the town, little 

changes ensued, one day the old pagoda was replaced all of a sudden by a brand-new tower with white paint, and the 

surrounding streets were also gone, replaced by new streets with archaistic decorations. History became nil in a split 

second, what was left was pompous ornaments with ancient replication; this kind of stupid restoration really makes my 

heart ache (Tai, 2010, p. 1)

British artist and provocateur known as Banksy has created his own personal cartulary instantly 

recognisable across the globe shown here in (Figure 2-11). This recognition is facilitated through the 

intensification and expansion of his practice whereby digital media is exploited. From the humble 

beginnings that saw him stencilling political prose at a street level, his creative practice is seemingly 

unlimited in making-thinking fields and has accelerated to international acclaim. In an article by the 

Smithsonian online journal (2013) he identifies digital immersion as a critical strategy
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 ‘There’s a whole new audience out there, and it’s never been easier to sell 

[one’s art], You don’t have to go to college, drag round a portfolio, mail off 

transparencies to snooty galleries or sleep with someone powerful, all you 

need now is a few ideas and a broadband connection. This is the first time 

the essentially bourgeois world of art has belonged to the people. We need to 

make it count (Ellsworth-Jones, 2013, para. 3)).  

The technique of mixing is identified by Bourriaud as a principal concept 

amongst the dialogue of practitioners, and is used to support the Archive 

and Docu-Fiction islands with in the Altermodern archipelago (Bourriaud, 

2009). Here in the Dada-like corner of the archipelago, a ‘New terra 

incognita’ is constructed ‘within a globalized space’ and ‘works of art 

trace lines that now extends to time’ – it is here that ‘history ... can be 

traversed like a territory’ (Bourriaud, 2009, p. 14).

With its roots firmly entrenched in the historicity of the modern – 

postmodern trajectory, the categorisations provide a perimeter in which 

to accommodate diverse making-thinking relationships that shelter 

under the umbrella that is contemporary art. This exegesis returns to 

the Altermodern theories in an attempt to interlock the commonality with 

digital engagement as a key and dominant mode of communication found 

in globalisation, capitalism and digital technology.

Figure 2-11  Banksy, The Gleaners 2; Banksy versus Bristol      
Museum, UK, 2009
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CHaPTER ThREE - CASE

3.1 iNTRODuCTION FrOm the archive of sEEking the FUture

Caught between the Altermodern theory and The Importance of Being Dada, a paradox of modernity 

formed as I sampled the electronic world onto raw natural fibres and made a shop into a creative art 

production. As I constructed photo montage generated from hundreds of my archived image files, the 

traditions from my previously established analogue mindset surfaced as design principals and object 

making. Images that echoed the paintings on the wall that I had recently been making, perhaps 

could have been tweaked to perform animated magic or holographic theatre, but were instead sent 

via email or hard drive to printers to be rendered, or posted on webpages and social platforms. 

(Figure 3-1)  I created objects with raw materials and engaged services that were found through online 

resources. The focus for my practice during the research candidature was to significantly engage 

with digital culture as a path to understanding, while passively questioning the impact of humanity’s 

engagement within the digital terrain and the  growth of its rapid popularity. Images developed in the 

early dawn of the research, held the memories of a previously known seafaring life,  Those images 

began forming constellation and metaphors that searched for philosophical architectures in which to 

house the information age. Each image was a sample of another, seeking to splice together a larger 

history embodying a pictorial metaphor of travel, colonisation, environment, connectivity, trade and 

power.
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Figure 3-1  Anna Reynolds, Instagram and Facebook, works in progress, idea, sketches, poetry, hashtags, Memorium to the old days of an artist 
journal 2013-2016
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The exhibition of the work presents an interlinking and evolution of images 

that explore aspects of the digital world I engage with whilst trying to hold 

onto the memory of the primal base note, of the deep scent of dank timber, 

emitted from rich mangrove forest. I yearn the naturalness of things and it 

is because of this yearning that I find myself not with projector or screen but 

with cotton, linen and silk. I present these in conjunction with the exegesis 

as print on textile, creating an intimate space for the contemporary and 

traditional, grounding the digital world to the fibre of the natural. The work, 

while initiated as an immersion for my own practice to improvise with digital 

culture, found its way back to earth by including product crafted on cultural 

traditions spanning generations beyond the electronic world, interlinking 

incredible computational ability to promote the making of an ancient 

textile. Floating between the new work made in the computer and my 

former practice that once prioritised recycling and ready found resources, 

I ordered new fabrics to be handwoven, couriered, printed, couriered, 

tracked and delivered so I could craft from the natural textile plain and snip 

at the by product. Roots grew from the bags of detritus I produced while 

the research work ventured into a deep thinking about global participation 

and the creative disruption generated by digital culture. By linking the two, 

the research sought to change social and environmental effects in my own 

production. (Figure 3-2) From the moment I chose textile as a medium to print 
Figure 3-2  Anna Reynolds, Roots grew from the bags 
of detritus, works on paper, 2016
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on, the work opened genuine conversation relevant to the devastating environmental effects of which 

the textile industry reeks. The work utilises the riffraff and by-product created in studio production as a 

measurement and marking of my concern about waste and lack of longevity found in contemporary life. 

In the first instance, my studio work focused on making digital composites that were constructed in 

Photoshop through a virtual mining of my personal digital image archive. These images speak to digital 

culture and its frontier unknown, as my way of making sense of the shift surrounding humanity and 

environmental plight accelerated by computation function. In the second instance (2012), the images 

were exhibited, shared and published though electronic means, including printing on varied media as 

well as posting on social media and web pages as a way to experiment with digital platforms. Thirdly, the 

work was rendered onto cloth and reinterpreted as wearable art or fabric by the meter during the studio 

exploration. 

The textile printing was initially activated through the Mangrove Esperanto pop up shop/studio in 2013 

which served as a living lab open and accessible to the public. It was in this participatory activity, that 

the textile and imagery spawned a vessel, literally embodying new relational terrain with a co-mingling 

of contemporary and traditional processes whilst expanding audience and transforming methodology as 

Relational Aesthetics.

I am drawn to the cutting action as a place in which to position the creative delirium and rage I feel. The 

rage manifests from knowing there is no way out of the meta data metropolis my current practice invests 

in. The potential to merge images and recreate new narratives now governed by my studio laptop, 
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3.2 TaLL SHIp - The cOLONISER 

From early in my childhood the watery fluid surface 

of the ocean and all its unknown deepness, flickering 

with light and pulse have held my deep fascination. My 

love of coastline and beach culture has bought great 

richness to my life, providing opportunities to travel 

and glean inspiration, while giving me a sense of place 

and connectivity to the planet. It was a deep hunger 

to understand the Australasian coastline, and the act 

of travel that first bought me to my chosen base camp 

on a beach in Darwin many moons ago. From there 

was my first venture overseas, where I participated 

as one of four crew on a 40-foot sailing vessel on 

route to India. Whilst sailing, I was mesmerised by the 

seafaring lifestyle and the details of the daily routine. 

I was entranced by the energy held in the sails as 

we were propelled along by the harnessed wind. The 

light made by the sails and rigging on the deck found 

similarities in the soft waypoints scribed in pencil onto 

the navigational chart. 

Figure 3-3  Anna Reynolds, Endeavour Replica on Cunningham wharf Geelong 
Victoria Australia, scanned silver gelatin negative, 1995
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These ocean passage reflections inform my understanding and experience of global travel and I 

am often drawn to nautical iconography. The first work discussed and made in the Plans for World 

Domination matrix departs as a virtual ship, a literal vessel of colonisation moving and heaving 

through an ocean of data as it explored the digital frontier. At the beginning of my candidature I 

started to gather strong pictorial elements from my photographic archive, building a core index of 

maritime-inspired images.

Harnessing the spirit of  adventure into the unknown, the research work sought conversation 

with the digital world and began by commissioning large digital images of tall ships set to explore 

electronic oceans. As they emerged from Photoshop with their virtual hulls loaded from my rich 

image archives, they made way in single file to transfer and post, and the connection to the little 

points of light ‘now known as pixels’ held the vessels to their course. It is an unstoppable mass-

consumption surrounding computer hardware that informs the illogical course set by my own Tall 

Ships as they set sail in the current of computational culture. 

One of the first images printed during my candidature was presented as World Travel #1 for the 

2012 Togart Contemporary Art Award preselection process. The work was made early in the 

candidature and I have included the catalogue artist statement indicating a concern for humanities 

fragility that links my concern for the environment in the wake of the digital proliferation. (Figure 3-3) 

A core group of images deployed in the Tall Ship digi-montages were the scanned silver gelatin 
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Figure 3-4

ARTIST’S STATEMENT 
TOGART CONTEMPORARY ART AWARD 2012
Anna Reynolds 
World Travel #1 
Mixed Media on canvas 
200 x 100cm Unique state

Last year I travelled to and made art in America, 
Indonesia, England, and China. It was a big year. I 
made many digital images, there was and is a lot to 
process. I was inspired and blown away. This year I 
returned to study for a Masters of Visual Art at Charles 
Darwin University. Along with my archive of analogue 
negatives, I have been sifting through and scanning a 
collection of slides made by my great aunt on a world 
tour before I was born. Both my study and last year’s 
travel have led me to this seemingly endless task but 
in a way, it enables me to keep voyaging.  My entry for 
this exhibition marks the beginning of my new project 
inspired by this world ramble.  It is a confetti of images 
collected through transit, through time: a homage 
to personal histories and a checklist of sightseeing 
milestones and rites of pop passage. 

An imaginary sailing ship moving through global graffiti, 
gardens and the grotesque with the crew singing:  ‘all 
the people, of different races. With different lives, in 
different places. It doesn’t matter, which religions. It’s all 
the same when the ship is sinking’.

with respect to The Warumpi band  (1985)

Figure 3-5  Anna Reynolds, World Travel #1, digital 
composite, 2012
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negatives of the Endeavour Replica taken in 1996 on  Cunningham 

Wharf in Geelong, Victoria (Figure 3-4). These images formed strong 

narrative in terms of the research work, shipping the idea of colonisation 

as an electronic form, while alluding to Australia’s colonial history. This 

image was continually chartered as a monument to the power of sharing 

and spreading digital images between artistic platforms. Interpreted 

across several mediums, the source image was reproduced as large 

giclée prints on canvas and paper, silk screens for screen printing and 

wood blocks. I re-photographed images once they were rendered for 

re-interpretation onto further substrates. I have included some samples 

of these digital migrations that inhabit creative processes as examples of 

expanded digital materiality. (FIgures 3-5, 3-6, 3-7, 3-8) 

Access to electronic portals, equipment and software are key to passage 

in a digital future and by combining art making with data, raised the main 

sail on a virtual ship making way into a digital hemisphere. 

Figure 3-6  Anna Reynolds, digital migration of Tall Ship for 
Kota Doriya India cotton handloom muslin, 2017
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Figure 3-7 Anna Reynolds, Tall Ship woodblock 
carved by Mr Satnaryan, 2016

Figure 3-8 Anna Reynolds, Mangrove Esperanto pop up, Tall Ship 
wrap screen printed linen reverse applique mangrove dyed muslin, 
modelled by Jamillah Allen, 2013
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3.3 WoRLD TRAVeL A ShORE to BE EXPLored 

My desire to render a futuristic landscape has involved many ventures during the 

research. In the beginning, I painted over printed photo composites made from 

a series of images taken on a pristine Territory beach which I hold with fondest 

sentiment. The beach is covered in mica and quartz and by rolling in its flaky silvery 

crystal sand, your skin is covered with its natural glitter. When I took the photographs, 

I was inspired by this light-catching quality and wished for a world that knew its beauty 

and would leave it untouched. (Figure 3-9)

LANd AhoY!

With the monumental structure of the Tall Ship underway and electrified, the research 

manifesto writes a deconstructed pirate-like journey across oceans of unexplored 

data, held in my archive of images. The next vantage point is located across the deep 

admiral blue ocean of electronic pulse, where a glimpse of land in the distant haze 

is yearned for after long passage, an occasion where the watch yells ‘Land ahoy!’ 

This shore, before it is seen, is imagined by the colonising computational captain and 

crew alike, willing signs of paradise green and land life into the vast bodies of deep 

blue flow, dreaming of what golden shores lie before them. Traversing the digital 

denseness of my image archive bank, World Travel reflects the capacity to craft from 

a hyper-storage facility. (FIgure 3-10) As I built the illogical landfall from thousands of 

Figure 3-9  Anna Reynolds, Quarts and mica sand 
and rock, Little Beach, 2013
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Figure 3-10  Anna Reynolds, before the artist talk, installation of World Travel at Fabric of the Domestic, Boom Gallery Geelong, Victoria 2015
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Photoshop selections, I composited a crystalised shore, where 

I imagined the Tall Ship could drop anchor and explore the 

unknown headland in calmer waters. This is the waypoint in 

the research narrative, introducing the idea of electronic ships 

travelling the world over looking for land.

As the flattened perspective of World Travel formed, a digital 

texture derived from the multiple electronic occurrences 

made and held in Photoshop’s history timeline were saved. I 

have included them to show the progress of the developing 

landscape through this process (Figure 3-11). A maze of black 

lines puzzle over a backlit sky, afire with the spectrum of global 

warming, linking a confusion and a hyper-spectrum of saturated 

colour that looms in the backlight of the composition of small 

cuts and grabs.

Just as ‘Dada scrapes from us the thick layers of filth deposited 

on us by the last few centuries’, I began to construct a future 

landscape by meshing together the capital filth of street 

objects, portable ATMs, post boxes, water bottles, graffiti, 

rubbish and paperstands (Hartley, 1921, p. 252). I hacked 

Figure 3-11 Anna Reynolds, Multiple electronic occurrences, pp. 66, 67, 68, 
69
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away at this visual pollution using the software tools in haste, the 

recklessness formed a digital slag and pixel mess embedded in 

the merged layers. With each harsh selection I transformed the 

pixel mark as an unheard electric crackling made by the tapping 

commands across the keyboard. Whilst operating in Photoshop, 

I have found that I am asked to choose between formal elements 

of art and photography that are described and held by confused 

digital expressionism. Burning, dodging, cutting and pasting stand 

together with the magic wand tool and I wield these not to respect 

or mimic the yesteryear of analogue but to indicate that the digital 

future looks bleak as a landscape. I distorted the signs I had 

collected during my travels and the content of the virtual future 

formed. Placing together the reinvented signs from home life, signs 

from the UK motorway, ring-road banners from Beijing, anti-heroin 

placards from Vietnam, and government intervention notices 

from my own remote backyard, formed a dark and nocturnal 

catastrophe. An overcast and inky palette, with the edges ripped 

raw from hundreds of files and thousands of layers, where a dense 

and overpopulated world took shape. As I placed placards in grid 

formation, which reduced depth of perspective and constricted the 

earths remains, a denseness of minimalised landscape extruded 

the signs for the Anthropocene. 
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Figure 3-12

Colac Otway Performing Arts & Cultural Centre [COPACC]

CROSS POLLINATION JUNE – JULY 2016

ANNA REYNOLDS 
www.artistannareynolds.com 
Work in progress 

WORLD TRAVEL  

From PLANS FOR WORLD DOMINATION-CLOTH  
Visual Arts Master by research project, 
Charles Darwin University. 
2016. 

WORLD TRAVEL: Ratified in commercialization and imagined, is the 
installation and visual conceptualisation of a Drosscape firewall under the 
signs of a forced perspective. A domain eager and netlike, layered with 
a cortex of symbols, cutting a production beyond the woven cloth it was 
rendered. Cloth by the metre, Cloth to wear, common placing a global culture 
and digital frontier. 

Webbed in cybertronic loom are the stained fibres of digital engagement, 
#e-waste, #digital-frontiers #mapping #myth #invisible #signs #scoured 
#washed #carded #wove #boiled #burnt #dried #oxidized #cut #styled 
#stitched #Ansari #Bihar #traditional #village #silk #linen #hand-spun 
#handloom #cotton #TexIndia #the_stitching_project #chiffon #rust #digital 
print #digital-composite #Photoshop #TIFF #JPEG #layers #selection-
tool ##radical gardening #bombing #texture #salvage  #ocean waters 
#second-hand-site #found #hand dying #natural #reckless #remains #trade 
#artistannareynolds  @CLOTH
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WORLD TRAVEL-FABRIC BY THE METRE 
2015, Digital print on hand spun and hand loomed cotton muslin woven by the 
Ansari family in Bihar, India. 
A one-pixel boarder separates three repeats..  
Special care instructions wash only in airport bathroom sinks after long 
adventures

WORLD TRAVEL RUG  
2014-15, digital print on heavy open weave cotton haggled for in the Nahru 
fabric markets south of Delhi, embellished with found embroidered mementos 
of travel and small plastic objects, 2000 x 1000mm

POWER SKY: THE DISTANT GLOW BACKLIT THE DROSSCAPE   
2013, Dirty vinyl proof print, digital print on vinyl sold to me in Vietnam as silk,   
2000 x 1000mm

WORLD TRAVEL WRAP  
2015, digital print on Silk Chiffon 2000 x 1000mm 
Special care instructions: wash by hand under waterfalls located on remote 
beaches, best at sunrise.

POWER SKY: THE DISTANT GLOW OF A BACKLIT DROSSCAPE,  
Digital print on Silk Chiffon with salvaged natural fibres and Vintage French 
lace. Special care instructions: hand wash in the basin of a busy transit centre 
whilst stealing a moment amid an adventure

MENS SHIRTS  
2015, rendered with third generation adaptation of WORLD TRAVEL, digital 
print on hand spun and hand loomed linen 
Special care instructions: just wear in tropical rain preferably if you’re dancing, 
dry on warm rock 

SIGNS 
2015, digitally printed on hand spun and hand loomed cotton cloth woven by 
the Ansari family in Bihar, India. 

WORLD TRAVEL SCRAP  
2015, digitally printed on hand spun and hand loomed cotton woven by the 
Ansari family in Bihar, India. 

Figure 3-12 cont.
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This composition was printed and rendered in many draft states during the candidature. 

Several of these pieces were presented and exhibited as successive generations of 

the original work. I was invited to exhibit in Cross Pollination- Shelter, at the Colac 

Otway Performing Art Centre Gallery [COOPAC] in 2016. The curatorial premise being 

a grouping of textile and fibre installation held across three venues. I was unfortunately 

unable to attend as ironically, I had already left for my residency in India. I presented 

World Travel as an interrelated  grouping  that included shirts, dresses, a silk chiffon 

shawl, a rug and a long length of fabric. Between them a dialogue embedded with 

woven stories, bought the composition together as an assemblage of individual and 

unique textile objects. In the artist statement and exhibition floor sheet, swing tags and 

care instructions accompanying the objects, were altered to include mad instructions. 

(Figure 3-12) Flipping the patterns of convention found in a swing tag, became an action 

aligned to a culture jam and linked Dada Data to the work. The installation also provided 

opportunities to explore and understand another form of presentation, where the textile 

was experienced as static object. As before, the textiles were free to be held, free to try 

on, to sniff, to rub against your skin or shape with your body, these participatory options 

were not available when presented on plinths in galleries. At the time I felt this was a 

disadvantage for the textile and the audience.

The composition evolution that followed explored, different printing profiles, pixel value, 

overall colour space, scale, print material and altered structure; these successive 

Figure 3-13  Anna Reynolds, World 
Travel details of digital file and laser 
cut ply wood for restaurant interior 
installation, a la Grecque, Great Ocean 
Rd. Aireys Inlet Victoria, 2016

Figure 3-14  Anna Reynolds, digital image 
migration into screen printing processes, 
2013
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generations and recombined elements formed a world of digi-

craft-diversity. I have included several images deconstructing 

the process illuminating painting, cutting (Figure 3-13) screen 

printing (Figure 3-14) and sewing (Figure 3-15) to emphasise 

digital matter as material movement found when traversing the 

information age.

Included in the exhibition Cross Pollination- Shelter, was 

a work made from an experiment printing on heavy weight 

woven cotton fabric. Aptly titled World Travel Rug, the printed 

textile was embellished with small embroidered patches 

gatheredby travellers as memento souvenirs, I diligently 

stitched these tourist trophies onto the textile, forming a 

layer of applique narrative. Searching for the patches offered 

further experience of travel and trade. In the act of recklessly 

darning the patches onto the cloth I engaged with a broader 

history of textile that folds the act of travel and the collection of 

memorabilia as tangible objects. The rug could be seen as an  

heirloom inheritance, to leave for the next generation and to 

remember a world of community, of comfort, of consumption, of 

necessity, of history, of trophy, of trade, of travel and tradition. Figure 3-15  Anna Reynolds, details, World Travel 
Rug with Jenna Irene, 2014
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3.4 CIRCuIT BOaRD ConnectivITY

This body of work illustrates the change my practice experienced as 

the computer became an integral part of how I make, but it also seeks 

to represent an intuitive unrest felt broadly by a society plighted by 

digital culture. I envisaged the multilayered images I was creating 

in Photoshop as print on natural fibre, as a practical response to 

the tropical heat of Northern Australia that I inhabit. Prior to my 

engagement with the computer I had maintained a methodology of 

cyclic production, reusing detritus at every opportunity. During the 

research I have continued to practice art with this in mind, having 

saved and gleaned small fragments intending them to re-enter the 

production flow as some point. This is fuelled by my interest in the 

effects caused on natural global resources and social environment 

by the proliferation of the information age. This has become the 

intersection where an enmeshment of circuit board patterns and the 

multi arched root system of a mangrove forest came to represent 

electronical function. The circuit boards I photographed had been 

discarded from contemporary systems, and were found as I 

rummaged through skip bins and the black markets in Java. (Figure 

3-16) They amplify my creative charge as I embed their patterns into 

Figure 3-16  Anna Reynolds, Circuit board, digital composite taken 
with iPhone, black market Malang, Java, Indonesia, 2013
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my own. They are inert objects and to the detriment of the natural 

environment, they amass as the evolution of digital culture is 

swamped with the detritus of its own electronic entanglement. 

Comparing the illusions of positive and negative spaces in 

discarded circuit boards to an industrialised landscape, establishes 

a potent symbol of hyper-consumption. I notice and am drawn to 

the miniature printed circuit, a small world of switches, resistors 

and data pulses no longer powered by electricity in its obsolete 

state. The mapping of connectivity visualised in the precisely 

etched copper circuitry mounted on hard green plastic seen here in 

(Figure 3- 17) becomes a rolling landscape to be layered and merged 

within the six key images that form the research visual matrix. In 

making this work I have been driven by a personal dissatisfaction 

concerning the lack of longevity sustained by the equipment of 

digital culture. I reminisce that the discarded object mimics the 

very industrial landscape from whence it came, and as each image 

from the research matrix came into being, the circuit board found 

its way to the composition linking the narratives as a conductive 

motif. One image that evolved within the body of work and came 

from oceanic thinking, and perhaps stands alone as an indication 

of electronic life within the digital landscape, is the cephalopod 

Figure 3-17  Anna Reynolds, digital landscape, digital composite, 2012
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pictured here in (Figure 3-18) . This image began in 1998 as a 

watercolour collage on the pages of my artist journal book, I 

took onboard when I worked on a fishing vessel. The original 

image predates my digital engagement and was created when 

my life was immersed in thoughts about fishes and ocean 

resources responding to the activities I was participating in as a 

professional fisherperson. The cephalopod is generally known 

for its outstanding cerebral capacity and ability to change 

the colour of its skin’ seemingly communicating in a visual 

language’ and this ability has been linked to Virtual Reality (VR) 

by its program inventor, Jaron Lanier (Lanier, n.d.). Lanier has 

championed the cephalopod as a creature with ‘really great 

virtual reality capabilities ‘whereby the unique ability’ to ‘project 

images on their bodies, and change their shape and turn 

into …psychedelic art’, projects his desires to evolve VR and 

computational culture as this kind of creative output (Lanier, 

n.d.). In creating the image of the circuit board cephalopod, 

I had also made correlations between its colour shifting and 

internal visual emissions as a potential and virtual organism 

that could be found as the creatures of the digital world.
Figure 3-18  Anna Reynolds, cephalopod circuit board, digital 
composite from water colour collage, 2016
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3.5 MaNGROVE

Mangrove forests are a frontier structure that disperse the fullness and power found in the body 

of an ocean. The ocean is metaphorically imagined as the power and weight of the internet. The 

research proposes that the mangrove structure, albeit a barrack of limb and root, functions–

as does the internet–not as a fruit producing forest, but rather a structure that supports an 

amassment of life. Mangrove as an artwork proposes, that the ebb and flow of the tides mimic 

viral fluctuations and trending internet activity. I produced many compositions that explored 

mangrove structures and they became the bones and spine behind an embedded code in the 

visual work. Visiting mangrove habitats and taking photographs insitu became a pattern with 

in itself. My fundamental experience of visiting mangrove zones stirs a deep satisfaction as if 

entering ‘another’ world. The organic mangrove structure revealed in the work, is a pattern of 

relevance and provides a way to link the physical world to numerical form, as in the numerical 

grouping found in organic handwoven textile (Moxon, 2018). These works are deeply emotional 

and govern a set of principals or rules taken from my archive, that convert the experience of 

nature through numerical relationships as a characteristic of digital society. I explored making 

organic patterns because it is known that patterns give order to the world and act as points of 

reference in understanding  the environment, linking both industrialised and natural habitats 

(Moxon, 2018). Digital prints of mangroves were painted over, rephotographed and set into 

repeating patterns. (Figure 3-19) Images of root structures laden with threshold adjustment layers 

(figure 3-20) were saved as patterns forming the strong graphic rhythm. (figure 3- 21) The first digital 

Figure 3-19  Anna Reynolds, hand 
painted digital print with strong graphic 
rhythm, original artwork for repeating 
pattern Green mangrove motif, Linen, 
cotton, linen, silk, 2013

Figure 3-20  Anna Reynolds, detail of 
digital green mangrove motif in repeating 
pattern, 2018
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composite I made specifically for textile printing, Blue Mangrove Motif 

2012, (Figure 3-22) was constructed from innumerable files taken of juvenile 

shoreline mangroves. (Figure 3-23) 

I photographed them nestled in the scanty blue shallows that edged the 

tideline of the silvery beach sand. The image captured the mangroves 

structure, their sapling branches framed with short refraction lines held 

on the ocean’s surface, echoing the drape of wet fabric. This particular 

work observed textile printing conventions insofar that it is able to register 

along each boarder, potentially resulting in a full repeat.  This image has 

been revisited though ongoing manipulations that created variations of 

composition, colour, contrast, texture and medium. (Figure 3-24, 25) The little 

beach also provided a space where, on a drift wood fire I boiled fabric in 

the mineral waters of the ocean. (Figure 3-26) Adding Rhizophora stylosa, 

the red mangrove to the boiling drum, embedded the smell of the beach, 

and a stain that held the space of mangrove structure to the textile. (Figure 

3-27) The textile, was later recklessly screen printed with a mangrove 

motif. Ffigure 3-28) This was an intentional action, metaphorically making the 

mangrove the hero, while the digital hack sat as a lenticel in the ink of the 

screen print motif. (Figure 3-29)

Figure 3-22  Anna Reynolds, detail taken from Blue Mangrove 
Motif 2012 digital file, 2012
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Figure 3-21  Anna Reynolds, grid of mangrove design compositions that explored mangrove structures as space and non space, 2012- 2018
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Figure 3-23  Anna Reynolds, work in progress pictures of juvenile shoreline mangroves being positioned and transformed for stitching together, digital 
emersion, digital composite 200 x 100 cm, 2012.
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Figure 3-24 Anna Reynolds, details from mix_
bluemangrove 2017, rendered on Bihar Tussak Neps, 
2017 Figure 3-25  Anna Reynolds, detail from toxic mangrove, rendered on Rajasthan 

cotton handloom 2017
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Early in 2013, an opportunity to move my practice away from traditionally 

hung exhibitions, was presented by the Darwin Entertainment Centre, with an 

opportunity to occupy their gallery space as I wished. Freed from the usual 

contraints of gallery proposal  I saw opportunity to print and exhibit  images on 

any medium accepted by a digital printer. This became a pivotal moment where I 

moved away from my previous practice of staging framed prints and collages on 

canvas and photo-rag, and started printing on textile with an idea to make unique 

wearable art.

I envisaged a ‘pop up shop’ whereby audiences would have an opportunity to 

engage with the artist as atelier first hand, and thus expand the work as relational 

and interactive, producing a form of digital embodiment. I contrived the term 

Mangrove Esperanto as a title, and arranged for the ‘pop up shop’ to be entered 

into the 2013 Darwin Festival Program as an participatory event (Figure 3-30).

Each step toward printing the cloth and making wearable art, activated sites 

engaged with digital technology, expanding the criteria of the research platform to 

include theorem understood as Relational Aesthetics where by ‘the internet and 

multimedia systems point to a collective desire to create new areas of conviviality 

and introduce new types of transaction with regard to the cultural object’ 

(Bourriaud, 2002).

Figure 3-26  Anna Reynolds, the red mangrove to the 
boiling drum, digital image from Facebook post September 
26 2012

Figure 3-27  Anna Reynolds, 
Mangrove Esperanto, silk drill from 
the Curong Hoan silk factory, Lam 
Dong, Da Lat Vietnam, dyed with 
mangrove and screen printed with 
mangrove motif, 2013
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For my practice these new areas manifested from a feeling of online 

anonymity and a disconnected sensation experienced whilst making 

art only on the computer. The new types of transaction also provided a 

platform to ‘proof’ the digital files artworks that lay dormant in folders held 

in my storage system.

Mangrove, as a philosophical structure in which to house the 

computational turn and comingled with the name Esperanto, an 

international auxiliary language established to contrived hope and unity 

across diverse cultures, became fun. Delving deep into my reseach dark 

thoughts surrounding the environment and the Anthropocene had become 

a mitigating influence, I enjoyed the rhythmic beat of the two words 

together and the idea that the internet could be philosophically associated 

with hope. From the beginning I chose only natural fibres like linen, 

cotton, bamboo, silk and hemp to print on. As the print evolution began, I 

deliberately selected cloth that had been handspun and handwoven. This 

choice became an anchor that would hold the digital world accountable to 

the traditional past. My work in the Mangrove Esperanto studio served to 

make the textile fragments, from which components of the final Masters by 

Research presentation, are assembled. 

Figure 3-28  Anna Reynolds, 
Paul and Lil giving me a hand 
screen printing mangrove motif 
onto mangrove dyed linen; 
preparing for pop up shop 
Mangrove Esperanto Darwin 
Festival Darwin Entertainment 
Centre NT, 2013

Figure 3-29  Anna Reynolds, 
the digital hack sat like a 
lenticel in the ink and the hand 
stitched machine stitched, 
mangrove dyed textured 
linen felt by digitally printed 
acetate and pot scum, collage 
on Hahnemuhle Photo Rag 
308gsm, 2015
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Figure 3-30  Anna Reynolds, Mangrove Esperanto front and back; concertina pamphlet, offset printing, 2013
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3.6 JuNK RiG- CROSSinG THe DiGITAL FRoNTIER

The junk rig traditionally thought of as the original international 

trading vessel, set sail in the context of this research, downwind 

on the digital cargo of technology navigating by satellites. 

History tells us that the junk rigs traded objects that were bought 

from foreign lands, often trading cloth while spreading exotic 

motif (Bennett, 2015). As I create my textile from raw materials 

and services I have sought via channels online, my practice 

also recognises a connection, not just a virtual exchange but 

a physical one. As the online market places expand, a parallel 

exchange occurs as sea fairing traffic amass the ocean shipping 

lanes. Whilst creating the image archive of my great aunt 

Margaret Barber’s slide collection, that trace her world travels 

circa 1950, I was drawn to the romantic and passionate azure 

hue found in the characteristics of Ecktachrome slide film. In 

the intoxicating blue spectrum remiss the era of analogue days, 

I found a perfectly captured memory of sea and sky that held a 

floating junk with wings that were damaged in the wind. (Figure 

3-31)This image was interpreted as a powerful symbol of the 

past, the nostalgic blue, the ancient seafaring past, making 

Figure 3-31  Margaret Barber & Anna Reynolds, image of junk rig trading 
vessel in Hong Kong Harbour circa 1950, Ecktachrome slide scanned, source 
image for crossing the digital frontier, 2012
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correlations linking trade and commerce to the research matrix.

In this context of trading and commerce, the preparation and 

actualisation of the participatory pop up shop, Mangrove 

Esperanto, activated a shift in how my artwork was interpreted 

and received by audiences. As the images were rendered onto 

cloth and crafted into wearable art, audiences consistently 

questioned where the garments were made and in what 

conditions. At that time, interest in ethical clothing manufacturing 

was heightened due to the social media campaign ‘Who makes 

your clothes’. (Figure 3-32)  This campaign was activated by the 

devastating event resulting in the mass death and injury of factory 

garment workers of the Rana Plaza in Bangladesh in April 2013. 

News spread to a global audience via online reports as campaigns 

via social media platforms garnered support for the Bangladeshi 

factory workers, their families and the broader global spectrum of 

textile workers. (figure 3-33) 

Mangrove Esperanto audiences regularly came with forthright and 

occasionally aggressive enquiries, and were  responses I had not 

anticipated when planning to create wearable art. The research 

Figure 3-32   Fashion Revolution, #who made your clothes? We are Fashion 
Revolution. We are people from all around the world who make the fashion 
industry work. We are the people who wear clothes. And we are the people 
who make them.

We are designers, academics, writers, business leaders, policymakers, 
brands, retailers, marketers, producers, makers, workers and fashion lovers. 
We are the industry and we are the public. We are world citizens. We are you, 
www.fashionrevolution.org, 2018
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work at that point was fractured and  ideas that moved away 

from digital focus surfaced. Mindful conscientious process 

produced boundaries that set capitalism against creativity thus 

bringing to the research vital questions about manufacturing 

and production. Interestingly when a lens of similar socially 

engaged questioning was redirected and focused on practices 

maintained by the electronics revolution, a more serious level of 

environmental and human rights exploitation and degradation 

came in to understanding. Computational culture and the 

production of its devices arrive at mass production’s doorstep. 

I include edited text from the now dated 2009 Art Link article I 

found early in my candidature. This article became a point of 

departure I returned to again and again, and the thinking behind 

the arguments put forth by Professor Sean Cubitt, summarises 

a broad and comprehensive overview of a time that has since 

past. Making comparison of time during this digital proliferation, 

is to think quickly. In little under a decade, the environment 

and its relationship with electronic commodities have not 

been understood by consumers, and as the global population 

engages with this digital ecology, I began to worry that a return 

docket has not been issued. (Figure 3-34)

Figure 3-33  A M Ahad, Rana Building Plaza Collapse, Associate Press, 2013
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Figure 3-34

ArtLink issue 29 
Excerpt frpm the article 
Environmental costs of going digital 
Author: Sean Cubitt  
December 2009 
Only minute quantities of minerals are required to build a single chip, but when chip manufacture soars into the billions, the amounts become significant. Perhaps the most infamous is 
coltan, a vital component for mobile phone chips, mined extensively in war-ravaged eastern Congo and Rwanda, where impoverished miners have taken to hunting for bush meat in order 
to survive: that’s mountain gorillas. Or lanthanides, the rare earths required for both LCD screens and the batteries for hybrid cars. China, whose public strategy for recovery from the 
global financial crisis includes moves into high-tech and eco-friendly product manufacture, recently secured significant shares in Arafura, an Australian mining company, to help bolster 
its global dominance in the rare earths field (Australian, ‘China builds rare-earth metal monopoly’, March 9, 2009). Then there are sapphires, slivers of which are the favoured base for 
LEDs, which provide not only large screens but the backlights for laptops. Madagascar recently overtook Australia as the main source, and though retrieving them is considerably less 
dangerous than other developing world mining operations, they are treated as conflict gems because of the ongoing civil war in the country, and are tied to the international criminal 
economy. 

The mercury-tainted tailings from gold mines, another element vital to digital devices, is only part of the story. The number of toxic materials needed to make the 220 billion silicon chips 
manufactured annually is staggering: highly corrosive hydrochloric acid; metals such as arsenic, cadmium, and lead; volatile solvents like methyl chloroform, benzene, acetone, and 
trichloroethylene (TCE); and a number of super toxic gases. 

And then there are the workers. In the sweatshops of the US-Mexican border where many of our computers and mobiles are assembled, ‘Under NAFTA, maquiladora employment 
increased by 54% in Ciudad Juárez, spurring significant population growth. Yet Juárez still has no waste treatment facility to treat sewage produced by the 1.3 million people who now live 
there.’ (http://www.corpwatch.org/article.php?id=1528). The relation between environmental and human exploitation and degradation extends to manufacturing. 

At the point of consumption, the power use of the internet is intense. Researchers at Stanford found that total power used by servers represented about 1.2% of total US energy use in 
2005. Earlier figures from 2000 indicated that office network equipment consumed a further 2%, a figure which is likely to have risen dramatically from the total of 74 terawatt hours over 
the intervening decade. Globally, the figures can roughly be multiplied by ten. This doesn’t include such eminently ‘doh’ moments as Google’s construction of a server farm 250 miles 
from the nearest hydro plant, with the associated dramatic wastage of power between generator and use. Nor does it include the significant domestic uses of internet, where most of the 
media-rich files are downloaded and played back. 

And then there is the problem of recycling. The Basel Action Network, which monitors infringements of the Basel protocols on the export of hazardous waste, reported in 2005 that of 500 
40-foot containers shipped to Lagos each month, as much as 75% of the imports were ‘junk’ and not economically repairable or marketable (http://www.ban.org/BANreports/10-24-05/). 

In the recycling villages of southern Guandong province, child cancer rates are among the highest in the world. The source isn’t clear, because of the range of culprits. The glass from 
cathode ray tubes, now being dumped in huge quantities as they are replaced with groovier LCD and plasma screens, are coated in phosphors, but no-one knows what they have 
become over their thousands of hours of high-energy irradiation. Likewise the ionised plasma gases in phosphor- coated cells which illuminate plasma screens are a totally unknown 
quantity. Certainly the plastic coating from wires, typically burnt off to retrieve the valuable metals, contain toxic and climate-changing PCBs. And on. And on. 

The idea of a clean, weightless, immaterial digital realm is entirely bogus. Unfortunately, there are no quick fixes…

In the grander scale of things, storage is becoming a huge problem. A report from 2008 commissioned by network consultancy EMC estimates that the total amount of information 
created, captured and replicated in what they call the digital universe (including cameras, X-rays, PVRs and so forth) would grow tenfold between 2006 and 2011, from 180 to 1,800 
exabytes (ten to the power of 18 bytes). More intriguingly, the report suggests that, in 2007, the amount of information generated would for the first time outstrip the total available 
storage, and that that trend would continue for the foreseeable future.  (Cubitt, 2009) 
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Figure 3-35  Anna Reynolds, Crossing the digital frontier, digital composite, 2012

Figure 3-36

2016 ARTIST STATEMENT FROM THE ALICE PRIZE 
Crossing the digital frontier, 2016  digitally printed on a heavy  handspun, handloom, hand stitched cotton

Crossing the digital frontier has been printed on hand spun, hand loomed, heavy cotton cloth sourced through a fair-trade women’s empowerment network 
in India. The image has been activated and enabled through an apex of Electrica. Embedded in the threads of the substrate, are the weaver’s own textural 
mark. They, the weavers reveal a history that expands a vault of ancient migration and tradition. Intertwining the image and production processes render a 
literal threshold in which to rasterize consumption and modernity. The port of disembarkation is now located on the outer periphery of a laptop, and harbours a 
civilization leaning on a rails of a black hole fleet, straining to seek the philosophical architecture in which to carry the tumultuous trending of digital cargo.
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When I create art, I hold a view that sourcing and making which engages with 

waste material, forms a kind of influence or opportunity to creatively engage, 

and nurtures multiple perspectives that set positive creative environmental 

outcomes, if only in my own creative sphere. I found it compelling that the natural 

fibre, medium and forms I chose to render and shape, gathered unfavourable 

comment, rather my engagement with digital technology, an industry rife with the 

waste of the obsolete and readymade, toxic waste and exploitation. 

Crossing the digital frontier (Figure 3-35) visually interprets ideas of trade endemic 

to the electronic era. I include the 2016 artist statement as poetic description 

(Figure 3-36).

The environment of producing textile has inspired my practice and has led the 

research direction in terms of art to textile as a form of trade. I have included 

a sequence of works-in-progress that were made during the 2016 artist in 

residence program I undertook in India at The Stitching Project in Pushkar, 

Rajasthan. (Figure 3-37, 3-38) These images show a combination of techniques 

that were created to accompany each other in what is known as a colour way. 

Colour way is a relatively new term in regards to my thinking and describing 

colour that comes from the convention of textile design. The narrative embedded 

across the three works traverses technologies traded across time. The choice to 

render images on traditional sateen cotton silk weave ‘known as Musru’, linked a 

Figure 3-37  Anna Reynolds, image of 
traditional mud resist iron dyed block print on 
cotton silk Musru hand coloured during 2016 
residency @ The Stitching Project June/July 
2016, 2016

Figure 3-38  Anna 
Reynolds, reckless 
block printing on 
Musru cotton silk 
traditional weave 
during artist in 
residency @ The 
Stitching Project 
June/July 2016, 2016

Figure 3-39  Anna Reynolds, 
mangrove, tall ship, danger under 
construction, woodblocks carved 
by Master Satnayan, 2013
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technology that was developed over hundreds of years to form a relational 

narrative of time and place.

For the first work in the triptych, I salvaged several meters of a traditionally 

printed textile from the stock room, ready made with a motif previously 

wood blocked as mud resist and iron dyed. I hand painted each leaf in the 

motif with warm earth tones to accommodate the colour ways I was using 

to link the three distinct techniques demonstrated in this series. The second 

textile was made with reckless printing actions and used  the woodblocks 

that were designed and rendered via emails, Dropbox and printer, in 

collaboration with traditional carver Mr Satnayan, who along with the past 

generations of family carvers before him, faithfully rendered the electronic 

image to create my blocks. (Figure 3-39) The third textile was made when I 

couriered the silk cotton Musru to a large industrial factory for digital printing. 

The images created for this print run were photo composites made from 

collaging scanned silver gelatin photographs made in India circa 1900 by my 

great grandfather Lorraine Barber. (Figure 3-40) Entranced in the retelling of 

nostalgic histories the three textiles formed a narrative that traded material, 

motif and image across time and place, working across space and non-

space returning the wet plate images through a process of archive and 

digital technology. 

Figure 3-40  Anna Reynolds,image of Lorraine Barber 
as a migration of analogue to digital to textile,2016
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3.7 PoWER TO THE PEoPLE, RigHT ON !

Inspired by the sentiment of revolution behind John Lennon’s 1971 hit 

song Power to the people, this section makes abstract connections 

between power as a commodity, power as a structure, power as energy, 

power as fashion, power that surges, power that is dormant and power 

found in numbers. (Figure 3-41) During the candidature I made a series 

of digital works created from images of powerline and power stations. I 

printed these images on cloth and subsequently made wearable art from 

the cloth which I satirically called Power-dressing. The work orientates 

corporate business, albeit the power companies and the professionals 

who drive them, and implicates these powerbrokers’ counterparts, the 

anarchists and activists whose ‘part of “action” can be  ‘nonverbal, 

visual communication which is articulated through the language of 

fashion and dress’ (Akbari, 2008, p. 4). The work of controversial UK 

designer Vivienne Westwood, seen here in (Figure 3-42) positions herself 

as figurehead of environmental activism, that for her has come from her 

beginnings in the roots of punk culture. Punk as the grandchild of Dada, 

honours the actions of cutting and slashing as the subversive creative 

force of protest (Small, 1983).  
Figure 3-42  World Entertainment News Network, Dame Vivienne 
Westwood alongside London Fashion Week models and activists 
taking part in an anti-fracking protest catwalk show to launch INEOS 
Fashion outside INEOS head office in Hans Crescent, Knightsbridge. 
INEOS is an offshore, international, petrochemical company with an 
abysmal track record in environmental pollution. 2018

Figure 3-41 Anna Reynolds, Power Circle, 
digital composite, 2012
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While working in Indonesia I screen printed multiple images 

of the high voltage powerline towers, rendered as a hard-

edged illustrative silhouette. (Figure 3-43) The 2013 images were 

generated from images taken through the car window on route 

down Melbourne’s Western Ring Road, heading for the airport, 

traveling to my destination. (Figure 3-44) Visions of electronica’s 

heavy metal energy harnessed, as the auxiliary is fed the last 

of the earth’s fossil fuel, inspired printing many small repeats of 

these towers on small squares of cloth. They were processed 

to fray at the edges, becoming punk like patches to parade in a 

revolution, for sewing on clothes and do more than ‘merely define 

socio-economic classes and shape their experiences’ to also 

‘mediate and assign power’ (Akbari, 2008, p. 4). That particular 

impressive electro grid is one of Victoria’s main power artilleries, 

a symbol of energy, as power sprawling across Victoria’s 

metropolis. The seemingly endless monumental lattice towers 

strung across the landscape, overwhelmingly broker the nature 

of power as a metaphor of humanity’s fragility. As explained 

earlier, from the onset of the candidature I began to create a 

digital archive, faithfully scanning my past work and family photo 

collections, in attempt to make order of the expectations digital 

Figure 3-43  Anna 
Reynolds, silhouette 
of powerline, original 
artwork for screen 
printing, 2013

Figure 3-44  Anna Reynolds, screen 
printing power patches on linen at Gedes 
house in Denpasar Indonesia, 2013

Figure 3-45  Anna Reynolds, power dressing small 
patches, screen printed linen, 2013
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culture now imposes upon us. I uploaded data to external hard drives, and these 

actions were at best simple repetitive tasks. I invested substantial time into 

establishing a site I believed to be secure, where data could be safely stored, but 

as the research moved forward, the site, an external RAID system, experienced 

fatigue and failure after a remote power supply surge at the house where I 

lived in the rural outskirts of Darwin, rendering my entire digital archive barren. 

With the source material still available as tangible objects and the RAID system 

eventually reimaged, the situation became nothing more than rough sailing 

through an expensive inconvenience, but nonetheless a characteristic of power 

that feeds digital emersion. The computer I started the research project on, also 

lost its magical powers, becoming unreliable with age, slowly rendered obsolete. 

My power to access the internet was interrupted and eventually severed when 

I relocated my home and studio interstate. As I travelled, equipment was stolen 

from my arms and broke when I dropped it. These random events, taking my 

power to participate with digital culture collectively, provided insight to the space I 

inhabited where the computational turn did not have purchase. This work adjoins 

the digital frontier as it engulfs unchartered earth, to a central and insidious 

system of power and pylon conducting humanity into conformity. The tower that 

transmits the power through the tangle of digital culture, intrinsically rigged with 

constant edit and deliberate interface, now needs the people to climb its limbs of 

high voltage, with their creative solutions, to find an alternative for the revolution.

Figure 3-46  Anna Reynolds, detail of mangrove 
power tower, from toxic mangrove powerline, digital 
composite multi generation image developed from 
across the Plans for Domination matrix, 2018
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CONCLUSIoN - FRoM THe ArchivE of SEEkING NO FuTURE

Just beyond the digital frontier is the terrain that humanity will have consumed in its pursuit to belong, to participate, to create, to 

make, to promote, to archive and to build again. Plans for World Domination makes a distinct contribution in recognising humanity’s 

engagement with the digital terrain. The future has been established as the information age, rendered by the endurance of its own 

fragile product and framed by the time of the Anthropocene.

The practice-led research established digital infrastructure as a universal material, currently essential to expression and participation 

in the field of contemporary art and, more broadly, society. Hyper-digital consumption at a global scale has enticed society to archive 

and document its histories with an unstable medium, that is also environmentally unsustainable. Plans for World Domination aligns the 

theories and assertions of the Altermodern, overlooked as characteristics of contemporary art, and not of those that underlie digital 

proliferation. 

The art work evolved as a mapping through generations of interrelated and migrating concepts and images, known as Tall Ship, 

World Travel, Circuit board, Junk Rig, Mangrove and Power. Each image points back to the digital frontier as a space, or non-space 

of engagement, that traverses the time of traditional handmade natural fibres to create a conversation with Altermodernity questioning 

digital engagement as the future.

The final presentation of the work is a site-specific installation of textile meterage, garment construction and detritus made during the 

candidature and presented at Charles Darwin University in December 2018 through the Nan Giese Gallery. The work will tangle the 

textile platform and shape from a bag of scrap, a visual manifesto that represents the weight and findings of the research in terms of 

an art scape, or land escape, as a treasure trove or a cornucopia. The art will represent an emporium of texture, of trade, and of space, 

where each fragment becomes the surface sewn to another. Six enmeshed platforms will embody the idea of travel, colonisation, 
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environment, connectivity, trade and power to the broader context of digital engagement. They have done this by formatting a unique 

textile endemic to its time and place.

As an overview of the exegesis, chapter one positioned the Anthropocene as a term for the current geological state, caused by an era 

of consumption and pollution, linking the effect of human action to include digital engagement. I argue that an important characteristic 

of the Dada art movement can be located in the inherent qualities of digital engagement, linking commonalities surrounding 

provocation, illogical fragmentation, manifesto and the readymade. By recognising and aligning this duality as a methodology in my 

own mark making, I established the term Dada Data to overlay digital engagement with theories of the Altermodern. In direct conflict 

with the Altermodern, that fails to address digital engagement as the core provocation, my research configures the age of globalisation 

as an era of discovery using subversive images that were later embedded onto cloth as wearable art to critique computation as a threat 

to environment. Chapter one extends production of the cloth to accommodate travel, archive and community as significant influences 

that in turn, led my research journey into a world where art met fashion. It was at that point that printing on textile turned the research 

narrative full circle and the relationship to textile, activated critical debate traversing consumption, pollution and the effect it has on 

environment and humanity.

Chapter two spoke of a Truth to Materials that reinforced digital engagement as a mark of contemporary and critical power. Dominating 

the paradigm is the understanding that my creative practice, when engaged with the digital medium, only plugs into software interface 

and does not understand the practice of coding, and has a naïve understanding of the wider industry implications that operate from 

within the computational system. The ease of this is the amassment of the revolution. The research bent to include textile as a 

substrate to print, linking and retelling histories that expose cloth and its production as endemic to time and place. Using the production 

of the Dutch wax resist cloth to retell histories in this way is artist Yinka Shonibare, who questions his own transatlantic migration linked 

to globalisation. Closer to home, design narratives printed on cloth, revered by indigenous artists as having deep significant spiritual 
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and ancestral links, are exhibited internationally. Through rendering my work as digital print on textile, I inadvertently positioned the 

cloth as a product of contemporary zones that reach the shores of capitalism through space and non-space. In pushing the boundaries 

of contemporary environmental perspectives and capitalist society through the lens of fragmentation, the research has formed a deep 

respect for raw material, as a direct response to the present degradation of the landscape. The research holds each fibre produced 

during the candidature, responsible for its environment, message and migrations; conditioned by a strong mantra embedded to my 

practice, the methodology and material will continue to retell, repeat, reboot, reuse, reduce, reinvent and recycle the readymade. 

Chapter two makes striking correlations that link human engagement and digital industry as the mitigating force behind the imminent 

destruction of our current landscape. Subsequently this launched an abstract exploration for a new culture and environment to inhabit 

through the making of an illogical textile manifesto.

Finally, chapter three expanded the visual framework for Plans for World Domination through the poetic transmission of six key images 

rendered on a collection of salvaged, handmade and natural fibres. The printed images oscillate between the delirium of collage and 

the deliberate physical experience of engaging with electronic technology, while locating an organic from-the- earth substrate in which 

to embody the whole project. The production generated its own epic archive and participatory relationships that inhabited creative labs, 

residencies, cross cultural transaction and a couple of terabytes. The future direction of my practice has irreverently changed course 

during this research project from the singular plain of a printer’s extrusion to a multi-layered participatory collaborative creative practice. 

As I continue to foster an art to textile relationship I will be questioning the future of digital engagement and will actively seek to make 

cultural changes surrounding the proliferation. I believe there is power in the people and a change in culture surrounding consumption 

and commodity will emerge as the artist-maker continues to address environmental issues through creative platforms.
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